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Introduction

The activities in the dance activity manual were developed by the

author with help from professional teachers ia the fields of music',

dance, motor development, and special education. After the manual had

been drafted, it was reviewed by a curriculum'consultant from the

hnerican Alliance of Health, Physical Education and Recreation and

professors in special educatian, adapted physical education and motor

learning. Recommendations were made and the result was the present

manual.

Although the manual has not been field tested, these activities

were used in a 10 week research project to teach daace to'.a class of

EMR adolescents. An evaluation of the 10 week project, completed by

the EMR adolescents, revealed that they enjoyed the square, folk and

the tinikling dances the best. The research findings showed that the

majority of students were successful in fulfilling most objectives

for each lesson comprising the curriculum and that the activities pre-

sented in this manual were cumulative, i.e., skills achieved in sessions

one, two and three laid the foundation for the accamplishment of complex

skills in sessions 27, 28, and 29.

Findings from the research project revealed that same potential

benefits to EMR adolescents who participate in the dance program are:

1. improved peer cooperation

2. impraved ability to initiate positive interaction with others

3. reduced shyness

4. reduced imitation (or copying)

5. improved ability to successfully peer teach others

6. reduced disruptive behaviors

7. improved constructive behaviors

1



8. improved movement foundation skills

9. improved rhythms skills

10. improved dance skills

11. improved.ability to perform for others; and

12. improved self-confidence

Purpose

The purpose of the dance manual for EMR adolescents is to guide

and assist teachers, recreators and other professionals who desire to

provide dance training to EMR adolescents. The activities in this

manual may be used: (1) sequentially to teach a 25 week, twice a week

dance program (2) randamly to teach a mini-series on dance or (3) occa-

sionally as a special event or for a performance.

Goal

The goal of the manual is to provide beneficial information, mater-

ials and activity lessons that will enable the non-dancer to teach dafice

to EKR adolescents. Also, the manual will assist those professionals

who are in the process of conducting dance programs by providing new

ideas'and examples of activities that could be incorporated into the

existing program. As stated previously, the manual has not been field

tested and is, therefore, not recommended as the "only" way to teach

EMR adolescents how to dance.

Objectives

Through the use of this manual, it is intended that the fIllowing

objectives be fulfilled. These objectives are:

1. Through participation in dance activities, EMR adolescents

will be helped to improve as contributing members of society.

6
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2. Through participation in dance activities, EMR adolescents

4111 develop or improve skills that will help them to make

better use of their leisure time.

3. Through participation in dance activities, EMR adolescents

will be able to decrease destructive behaviors and increase

constructive behaviors.

4. EMR adolescents will improve social, physical and psychological

development due to participation in a dame* program.'*".. -,Z41,44014,4,

5. Through participation in dance activities, EMI adolescents will

develop "normaliiation" skills so that they will be equipped

and have a better chance of succeeding in situations where they

must co-exist and interact with non disabled peers.

Predicted Outcomes

Many authors have putilished polemical articles positing the import

ance of dance in improving disabled persons' physical, social and psycho

logical development. To date, however, little research has been conducted

to support or verify the polemics.

What is known, so far, is that dance may promote a constructive

use of leisure time, may help facilitate normalization and may increase

,
opportunities for social interaction resulting in peer acceptance (Crain,

,1981, Frith, et. al., 1980). Also, studies by !Wale ana Barclay (1979)

revealed that EMR adolescents often exhibit adaptive behaviors (e.g.

fighting and swearing) and therefore there is a need to provide dance

activities to help EMR adolescents learn to improve constructive behaviors

e.g. initiate positive interaction with others and cooperati-ml.



Specifically, the potential outcomes of the dance program on EHR

adolescents are delineated below. Therefore, during the course of the

program, the effect of dance training an EMR adolescents may occur

in one or more areas, when appropriate:

1. improved leadership ability;

2. inczeased indepennence;

3. reduced shyness;

4. increased self-confidence;

5. improved peer cooperation;

6. reduced disruptive behavioral characteristics;

7. increased constructive behavioral characteristics;

8. increased physical skill proficiency level; and

9. increased skills in overall performance abilities.

Dance is a noncompetitive activity. Through strenuous activities

the EHR adolescent is provided the opportunity to build strength, stabil-

ity and coordination. Square and folk dances provide EMR adolescents

the opportunity to participate in fun activities that depend on social

interaction (curtsy and bows) and peer cooperation to successfully

achieve performance objectives. Also, learning dances will help the

EMR adolescents and non disabled adolescents participate together in

these activities. Finally, successful achievement of the dances and

the ability to perform a dance fron eers, provides an opportun-

ity for the EMR adolescent to build character and improve self-confi-t

dence.

EMR adolescents need to be pravided.the opportunity to experience

successes instead of ihe typical "experiences of failure." Successful

accamplishments in aphysical activity "will_provide a positivedisposition

elPoda.



for approaching other tasks." Dance a challenging and noncompetitive

physical activity is a means of meeting the needs of EKR adolescents.

Dance is an important medium that emphasizes and builds an individual's

strengths rather than dwelling on weaknesses" (Hill, 1976:6).

kzasattossiall

The major content areas included within the manual are: 30 activity

lessons; forms to determine the students' progress in fulfilling lesson

objectives; assessment/evaluation instrument; and units ancbcomprehensive

testing instrument. The different content areas are discussed in detail

below.

Activity Lessons

If the 30 activity lessons are used sequentially in the dance pro

gram for EMR adolescents, it is suggested that the lessons be 25-30

minutes in length, and conducted at least twice a week. Depending on

the abilities of the group, the lessons should be implemented.once (e.g.

lesson 1.0 on the first day of the program through lesson 30.0 on: the

30th day of the program) and repeated if necessary (e.g. lesson 1.0 on

the first, second and third day of che program) until 50% of the class,

has successfully achieved 75i of the objectives for each lesson.

The lesson plan has been arranged so that the instructor is aware

of the specific student objectives for every lesson, specific tasks to

be conducted during the session, class arrangement, teaching concepts

to be emphasized, and necessary equipment.

2119.-Ctireg.

Objective forms are available for eackof the 30 lessons. These

forms are identical to the respective written objectives listed at the

top of each lesson plan.
Yip
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The objective: forms are beneficial to the instructor Who wishes

to maintain consistent observation of the studeA's progress throughout

the program..

Units and_gesprehensive Examinations

The lessons have been organized into five units. These units aret

I. Movement orientation - designed to provide thwinstructor

an opportunity to assess each student's movement abilities

and to provide simple tasks in Which to build aloundation

for growth.

2. Movement exploration - designed to increase the movement reper-

.
toire andto develop skills that will be needed later in the

successful performance of dances.

c

3. Dance foundation - designed to teach basic dance steps and

combinations.

4. Rhythms - designed to teach new skills and refine established

skills in the area of meter, types of rhythmic patterns and

tempo, that are necessary to enhance dance performing.

5. Dance - designed to provide the opportunity for students to

learn and perform dances that will help in each individuals

social, physical and psychological development.

There are approximately six different activity lessons per unit.

At the conclusion of each unit, the respective lesson plan is designed

so that an examination is administered to the students to evaluate their

progress so far. The examination should indicate whether to repeat the

unit or to progress forward to the next unit. The unit'examinations

are included as part of the objectives forms.

The final objective form is the comprehensive examination of various

tasks fram the five unit lessons. The comprehensive examination is



used to indicate skill level and retention of the various tasks pre,.

sented throughout the program.

Assessment/Evaluation Instrument

The dance assessment instrument should be administered during the

first and last week of the program. It is suggested that the assess-

ment be administered twice or four times total. That way, if a student

is absent, or is not performing at his level of potential he/she has

a second chance.

The instrument is used at the beginning of the program to indicate

to instructors:the strengths and weakness or skill proficiency level

of the stndents initially. The instrument is used at the conclusion of the

program to evatate each stwdent's progression and skill proficiency level

after exposure to dance training.

The results from the instrument combined with the results from the

objectives forms, should give both instructor and students information

on achievements and accomplishments from the beginning to the end of

the dance program. This information is beneficial in maintaining re-
N.

cords for purposes of program accountabilitqf

Behavior Modification (B-Mod)

Many articles have been published on the need for B-mod techniques

to manage mentally retarded persons. The dance program, like any other

program, requires the incorporation of B-mod techniques in maintaining

a worthwhile and efficient program.

B-mod is not only necessary in controlling diruptors and those

seeking attention through negative Means; but, most important, it posi-

tively recognizes and rewards those students who are diligent partie.-

pators. Without a B-mod, the disruptors often receive the most attention,

while the cooperators are left alone.

ii
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ACTIVITY 1 - MOVEMENT ORIENTATION AND ASSESSMENT

**,

Goal 1.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, psychological and social areas through physical

fitness, rhythi, and perceptual motor tasks in movement/rhythms adtivities.

Objective 1.1 The Student should-be able to:

1.11 Participate in the'activities,100%.

1.12 Demonstrate a proficiency level in the "Movement/Rhythms Assessment" as deter-

mined bj, 1 out of I trials.

Tasks

Waratua_10 minutes

1. Jractice running in place for 1.- -Students are-scattered---

I minute. Time the students around the room with

with a stopwatch. sufficient space to

avoid body contaCt.

2. 4 aerobic dance steps are 2. Seat students to intro-

introduced. ,They are: duce steps. Chart the

- jump 16 counts steps. Clap the rhythm

- hop Right foot (Rf) 8 with the music.("Nine to

counts Five").

.*

eas_412p

-Encourage students to

vigorously move for

1 minute without rest.

2. Emphasize high jump

and hops. On Student

Choice, stress different

steps for each student. .

14
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/Wsks r anizat on eac n En at s

- Studgnt choice 16 counts

Repeat until the music ends.

One at a time, the students

demonstrate their movement

for the "student choice.4

Skill Development- Application: 20

1. Assess the students' abilities

by administeeing the "Movement/

Rbythms Assessment."

(The instrument is located in

the appendices, page

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Discuss tile term physical

fitness. Ask the queWon:

"Describe (or tell OQ i000.)

the word physica fitnossi'

1 5

minutes

1. Divide the class into

3 groups. A drum

beat may be used, if

necessary, for accom-

paniment.

1. The class ig seated.

A chart is used to

record the students'

descriptions.

Encourage shy students to
e

demonstrate a step for their

peers.

1. The groups are allowed

1 trial per test. item.

All students respondLto

the movement questions

simultaneously to im-

pede imitating. Verbal

prompts may be used; but

no demonstrations.

1. Emphasize that there are

no right or wrong words

to describe physical

fitness. Assist those

students who are shy.

rti



ACTIVITY 2 - MOVEMENT ORIENTATION AND ASSESSMENT

Goal 2.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, psychological and social areas through phY0cal.

fitness, rhythm, and perceptual motor,tasks in movement/rhythms activities,

Objective'2.1 The Student should be able to:

2.11 Participate in the activities 100%9

2.12 Demonstrate a proficiency level in the "Movement/Rhythms Assessment" as determined

by 1 out of 1 trial.

as s tr.an za on eac n s s

Warm-up: 10 minutes

1. Review the aerobic dance

steps.

2. Perform the aerobic dance

as a group to music.

11

1. Students are seated. 1. Students should raise

Volunteers are requested their hand to voluntedr,

to demonstrate the steps. - both feet should lift

off the ground in the

2. The record is "Nine to 2. The students should not

Five." The students rest duringithe song.

stand in a scattered for-

mation,



Tas s

Skill Development - Application: 20 minutes

1. Administer the "Movement/Rhythms 1. Use a drum beat if

Assessment" for the second time. necessary. DiVide the

class into 3 groups.

ngp

1. The groups are allowed,

one.trial per item.

4All students respond to

the movement questions

t

1./

simultaneously to im7

pede imitating. Verbal

prompts may be used, but

not demonstrations,

,
. -4

%-

!2:;.411'`'
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ACTIVITY 3 - MOVEMENT ORIENTATION

Goal 3.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through fitness exercises,

group participation, space, and direction tasks in movement orientation activities.

Objective 3.1 The Student should be able to:

3.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

3.12 Jump 16 times, hop on the Rf 8 times, and hop on the If 8 times:with 100% accuracy,

3.13 Respond to the action wards freeze and move without contacting the body of a peer

with 100% accuracy.

Tasks

Warm-up: 10 minutes

1. Practice running in place

for 1 minute. Time with

a stopwatch.

2. Review the aerobic dance

without music.

,Organ zat oh TeachlhaS1S

1. Students are scattered 1. Encourage students to

around the room. continue moving for

minute. Lift knees

towards chin when

running.

2. Students are standing. 2. Ask for volunteers to

demonstrate steps,.

Emphasize counting ind

.tfrt"444:

4:41.1i

.,...%

7: -: -::::*?::;I:7;;;;'44

"1:!*; f-, Is ,....*

memorizing step.seguence; m4
. tt.A.flta

..:.....--$.,.
_.,

-,. r



as s

3. Practice the aerobic dance

to music. The steps are: The students are in i ankle of the bent knee

- jump 16 times scattered formation and leg should rest on the'

- hop Rf 8 times standing, inside knee of the

- hop Lf 8 times supportIng leg, The-

- student choice ("free choice") supporting leg should

16 times clear .the floor on

- repeat each hop.

4. Locate the pulse and count 4. Use a stopwatch to record 4, Assist those students

the number of puls-s pro- 30 seconds. The students who are unable to lo-

duced during a 30 second are seated. Chart the cate their pulse.

time period, pulse rate counts.

Skill DeveloastL 5 minutes

1. Introduce the words freeze 1. Students are seated.

and move. Demonstrate the

corresponding actions.

_kap zat on eac

3. Record is "Nine to Five." 3, In the hop step, the

2 3

_

,,.".

c.*

4.A

;

1. Ask students to wive
r4-1

V

their arm and respond
* 4

to the comands freeze
,;

. ,

2. go.'44

'4f
and move,



Skill Application: 10 minqes

1. Play the game statues. The

group moves to the Instruc-

tor's verbal commands--

freeze or move. Music is

added dur g the last 5

minutes and the students

keep time to the musical

beat. Vary directiops,

- walk backward, sideward,

turn.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Sing the song "Thff the

Magic Dragon"and "You

Are my Sunshine."

23

1. The students are scattered.

The record used is "Tijuana

Brass."

1. A piano is used for

accompaniment. Students

are seated in a semi-

circle formation.

1. Students-walk around

the room in a large

circle.when the com-

mand move is heard.

The students pose

as statugs when the

ccamand freeze is

heard. Remind the

students not to touch

the body of a peer

when walking.

1. Purpose is for relaxation

and fun.

'I 4

-r

7 .t.",.r.:r4."1:

. - 414

4141.4,Ftt+

J '1'..--wr- j',Cet614;44.24.44031iy« 7 `4'
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ACTIVITY 4 - MOVEMENT ORIENTATION

Goal 4.0 Demonstrates abilities in the area of physital and psychOlogical development through

body awareness, spaces'direction, physical ffiness tasks in movement orientation

ictivities.

Objective 4.1 The Student should be able to:.

4.11 Participate in the activities 100%

,4.12 Jump 16 times while fgcing a partner and holding both hands, hop Rf 8 times,

and hOp Lf 8 times with 100% accuracy.

4.13 Respond twthe.action words freeze and move without contacting the body of a

peer with 100% accuracy.-

Tas Or anflaTfiirimas's
Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Practice the aerobic dance.

Take the pulse rate count

before and after the dance.

,

.:!. .4...). --
,

1. The eecord is "Nine to 1. Discuss cardio-respiratory

Five." Students are benefits:

scattered. Use a stop- .. body Warms-up

,..-..:.,..,:.01..,

watch for the 30 second - oxygen intake increases,.

,....,-.;,..i

timing.. - blood circulation in-
*'1=:..7 k..k-, ;,,, '

, . 12 4.s. 5,',...4.....7:),

--1, creases --, -4....., , .
, ' - , ::..;.4% *.?+4'

-.4. . "4".""%

iC.r.ret, '43 tATT,

41"?%.gil .1'

..... , Ai

4g6N-r-,_
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Skill Development: 10 minutes'

.6

1. Review the game statues. Use,- 1. The record is Tijuana. 1. Ask volunteers to demon-
4

music that .is fast and some Brass. The students. strate the conpepts:

z.)

that is slow, are scattered and fastAlow

- vary directions standing, - directions (forward! .

:

''' vary speed backward, sideward)

S.

- extend length of freeze - turning

-/

pose Remind students'to move

'without touching peers, ,

2. 'Review the jump and the Nip 1. The students are' 1. Stress lifting feet and
,
%

'-r.:.....

- individually scattered. Use a knees.higti. Partners face--
......:-.---.4-,441

- with a partner holding hands. drum to keep the each other, if the right
'::,.. .:rm,. 45

Jump 16 and hop 8 times: beat, leg is lifted for partner -..,
,

A, then the /eft leg will
"

be lifted for partner B.
v".

*44

zl-0,-
v. , ma..04.

: ,:.
,

3 0



Skill Application 10 minutes.

1. Introduce the tinikling dance.

, Tape is used instead of bam-

boo poles for the prepara-

tory stage.

Students jolp ;:etween the

tape strips 2 times and

jump away from the strips

2 times. -

- repeat the jump combina-

tion with a partner.

2. Clap the rhythm of the dance.

Tap the floor 2 times and then

clap 2 times.

T. 2 Strips qf tape (10

iniength each) are

laid parallel on the

floor. There is 2'

distapce between the

tape strips.

The students line-up

single file to the

left of the tape grips.

0.

1. Students are seated.

..4

Students must iift their

knees and feet high.

The count is 2 jumps in. :

and ,2 jumps out.

- The,students start

to the left of the '

tape the first time.

The second time they

start.to the right.

The cadence used is;

in, in, out, out

(1, 2. 3, 4.)

1. Stress a consistent beats.

Practice transitions,

-

-, 44.,r

,cicZ-4#47,t 4'11

.m.c4",4.11q4.4;

%' -

:
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Conclusion: 5 minutes .

1. Relaxation. Practice posture 1. Students are seated in 1. Stress:

control and breathing. a scattered formation.. - shoulders down

back straight

abamen firm

- deep breaths

,t S S55 or

-1411t4,

S.
es, r;:--: 4,'"i ;

s

- "
:

a

11.
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ACTIVITY 5 - MOVEMENT ORIENTATION

Goal 5.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and psychological 'areas in fitness.and'

leadership tasks through movement orientation activities.

Objective 5.1 The Student should be able to:

5.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

5.12 Demonstrate the ability to lead the ,group members in 1 trial.

5.13 Execute 15 jumps, 8 hops (Rf), ana 81vps (If) four times with 100% accuracy.

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Practice the aerobic dance. 1. The record is (Nine

Time the pulse rate before to Five" and the forma-

and after the,dance. tion is scattered.

'Skill Development: 10 minutes

1. Review the tinikling combina-

tion from the previous lesson.

practice individually and

then with a partner.
A

1. Use the drum'to keep

the beat., partners

face each other and hold

both hands.

1. Encourage students to

keep moving. Use a stop-

watch and time the pulse

rates for a 30 second

peri6d.

1. Students should lift

their feet 6-8"'off*the

groiind.. lhefocu $

.'Vr

"
',"Cii.c4k,tN4

4.85,;24:,h4r.
41t1.7-

t".1.

44,

*1

upt- ndt down, .1

, . Ye."
'777-4 7.,..,zztz,,,,z



Skill Application: 10 minutes

1. Each student leads the group

in the tinikling routine at

least 1.time.

2. Wfth a partner, practice

the tinikling dance to

music. ,

Conclusion" 5 minutes

1, Clap the rhythm of the

tinikling poles.

3/

7874::i

1. Forrletion.is single-file, 1. Emphasize that the stutle -

behind the leader. . dents fallow the leader

when jumping. Assist'.

those students who are

reluctant to,,lead.

1. The record is Liaskin. 2. Students should perform

The meter is 4/4 and as a team-(stay together)

speed is slow, during:the dance.

Students hold bath hands

with their partner,

1. Students are seated. 1. Students tap the floor 2

The record is Tiniklinq. times and clap 2 times.

^

. ;.14.17

.4 r*-1

4:xf',repeatedly, with the beat

' ;. ""4, '''
- - -kt-lt -fij-A. .**,

^ ' , ,:...A.Iga44C044 Otr.144.,

"
,;4.1.%/k.

tk:'4 1 I Z1',..:',"C","*"..*

1*- Je.t.tfee:

4.4.t

' *. ,t

4 - .
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ACTIVITY 6 - MOVEMENT ORIENTATION

Goal 6.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physicol:and psychological areas in fitness and body

awareness tasks through movement orientation activities.

Objective 6.1 The Student should be able to;

6.11 Participate in the activities 100%. .

6.12 Participate in a tinikling routine Kith 75% accuracy--

Jump 2 times in and 2 times out.

Hop 2 times in and 2 times out.

1WE's sran zat on ea pg p as s

Warm-u : 10 minutes

1. Practice the aerobic dance.

Take the pulse rate count

before and after the dance.

. : A 7tra

, A r.f.*

,

1. Record is "Nine to Five." 1. Encourage students to keep

Movement is in place and - moving and:

the formation is scat-

tered.

- lift knees high

- relax arms

- remember to breathe.

Skill Development: 10 minutes

1. Review the tinikling combination 1. The recOrd is Tinikling. 1. Students. jump

across 2 poles instead of tape. The meter is 4/4. and then hop

"' ."1":1',F;gt!
.t:

:
sir

Pt

1

the reutise .

,

gettli? ,k.**1-t

014
-4-rr***-10;stC517-

the routine; -LAW

. .4A. A r ,4%



2. Rhyttw practice, The

itudents.practice the

rhythm of the bamboo

poles repeatedly to

music.

41

Skill Application: 5 minutes

1. Perform the tinikling'dan66

with bamboo poles indivi-

dually.

All directions n the hop,;'4

and jump are sideward.

The students must jump

and hop with a §-Bs :

clearance from the flooN

1. The record is Tiniklilg. 1. The cadence is:

The students are'seated down-down-together-together,

in a semi-circle. O ..2 3 ,
The students tap the floor

on counts land g end clap

,

64.

r"

4

4.

on counts 3 and 4. It is
or

important to stay with the4=
,,..K.IN't

I. The record is Tinikling. I.

The students are divided

into groups of 2-3 mem-

bers. 2 students are

,

beat of the ousio,
. 'A..4,

,..

r

1... ..e:t
Z" 4?

The feet and knees aust be
"

lifted high to avoi4 hit,i

ting the poles.*

,

Z

-. .,

-- 7
e

"

*4*

Mtit
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4 '

Practice the combination-.

with a.jump ste

Practice the c

nieddd to manipulate

the poles for the

`A

nation group, or 1 students.

with a liop step.

Conclusion: 5 mintites

1. Practice posture control:

Remind students to:

hold'abdomen firm

- breathe deeply

- shoulders down

- back straight

- head er&Ct

and the Instruct`or._;.

1. Students Ait..in 'a semi-

, circle
410*

Emphasize ,a consistent -

beat.dUring the exe-

potion of steps. Slow

the tempolf necessary.

1, The purposeis for re-

laxation and p9stural

awareness. .

1/4

-

\

,
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Unit 2

Movement Exploration



ACTIVITY 7 - MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 7.0 Demonstrates ability in physical and psychological areas through nonlocomotor/

locomotor role play, , problem solving, and self awareness tasks in movement explora-

tion activities.

Objective 7.1 The Student should be able to:

7.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

7.12 Jump 16 times, hop Rf 8 times and hop Lf 8 times with 100% accuracy,

7.13 Demonstrate a movement 'that ls characteristic of a tree blowing in the wind

(a minimum of 1 movenent).

'Mks rgan zat on tat ng p as s*

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Aerobic dance routine. 1. The record is "Nine to 1. Encourage students to

Time the pulse rate Five." move vigorously an4 '06;

count before and after
tinuously tintil the music

the dance. The students stops,

should attempt a new

movement during "student

choice,"
,

46
. ;
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Skill 0evelopment: 10 minutes

1. Introduce the terms locomotor

and non locomotor movement.

Define and explain.

2. Practice thq tinikiing

rhythm using small poles.

On counts 1 and 2 the

poles are tapped on the

floor. On counts 3 and

4 the poles are tapped

together.

43

1. Students are seated in 1. Ask volunteers to deMon-

a,semi-circle. striae 4 locomotor or

non locomotor movement.'

Explair how a Jump can be

locomotor or a non

locomotor movement.di-

pending on whether one

jumps in place, or jumps

across the room.

1. Students work with a- 1. Emphasize executing the

partner and are seated. moments with the beat.

Each dyad is given 2

poles (3' ir! length).

The record is Tinikling.

the cadenceis:

down-down-together-together

. .

trYIT.:*-



Skill Application: 15 minutes
- ,

1. The students practice the 1, The record is Tinikling. 1; The feet and Imees should

%tinikling dance with a 2 students are needed to be lifted high.and part-

partner. Only the jump manipulate the poles. ners are encouraged to

step is used. Only 1 dyad performs at move as a team. The

a tiMe while the others direction of the steps

clap the rhythm and is sideward.

observe."

2. Students are seated in a 2. The students are asked

semi-circle. to demonstrate different

2. Discuss the.characteris-

tics of a tree. Relate

the tree's movements to

the term non locomotor.

Discuss what happens to the

tree when the wind blows.

movements that are

characteristic of a tree.

There-is no right or wrong

.answer.although some are

more appropriate.. These

questions are asked:

"Wow does a tree grow/4

- "What do the brancbe

42-
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3. The students,listen

to the music "Gone With

the Wind" and dance.

The movement is non

locomotor in the dance.

L

- "What happens.when the

win4 blows?"

3. The Students are 3, Studepts 4re instructeq tO

instructed to scatter Prepare a beginning and
,

and find' their, Spot ,
ending pose for the dancer-.

to dance, The students listep to the'.

The son§ is "Gone With song and discuss movemehts

The Wind,". that are characteristtc

52

of"a tree blowing in tha..

wind, Verbal prompts are

4

used periodically to re-

quest largar movements

from shy students.

The students perform the

dance and discuss their

feelings at the end. As

44.. 144::
$ ...AV...L.0
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tonclusion: 2 minutes

1. Sing the song "Puff the

Magic Dragon.".

1. The piano is used for 1. The purpose is for relaxa-

, accompaniment and the tion.

group is seated in a semi-

circle.

,

. 1.-40
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ACTIVITY 8 - MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 8.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and psychological area through non locomoter/

locomotor, problem-solving,.and solf awareness tasksin movement exploration.

Objective 8.1 The Student should be able to:

8.11 Participate in the activities 100%zt

8.12 Jum0 16 times, hop Ri Eistimes, Hop Lf 8 times.with 100% accuracy.'

8.13 Demonstrate an action (e.g. washing dishes"' to the rest of(the grpup thnough

role play.

Tasks

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Practice the aerobic dance.

Check the pulse rate count

before and after the dance.

Review jump 16.times, and

hop 8 times beforl the dake...

5

1. Record is.,"Nine to

Five" and the formation

is scattered.

we'

EmphaSize,continueUs

movement without rest,

_Encourage students tO

lift their knees high

on the hop ahd sieve

vigorously.

Students should be

corrected for errors

in sequence/tiansitioni :

.,41...-2?

57



Skill Develo ment: 1Dm1nutes

). Review the tinikling dance using 1. The record is Tinikling

tape strips instead of poles, and the meter is 4/4...

Jump 2 times between the strips Several students prac-

and 2 times away from'the tice at the same time.

strips, alternating sides. The other students clap

the rhythm and observe

until their turn.

2. The students are seated

locomotor definitions. Chart in a semi-circle.

examples of each on poster Students volunteer to

board, demonstrate a locomotor

or non locomotor move-

ment.

2. Review non locomotor and

Skill Application: 15 minutes

1. Individual Role play. Eaca

student is given a piece of

paper with a different role.

53

1. Students are.seated at

one end of the room.

1. Students should work

individually and stress

liftingleet/knees high

when jumping. Practice

a minimum of 4 sets.

2. Students should demon-

strate at least one

non locomotor or loco-

motor step to be charted.

Assist sky students to

demonstrate a movement.

'
. . V,

1. Allow 2-3 minutes for

. - Is

,
,

studentt to practice.their

i- 4,
role play movements.

:71* WA. r.
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The different roles are:

- washing clothes

- drying dishes

- rocking a baby

- driving a car

- milking a cow

- catching frogs

- eating a meal

- riding a horse

- cuttiag grass

- flying like a bird

playing.ball

- making the bed

- climbing a tree

One end of the room is 1,

the stage and the other

end is where the audience

sits.

Only one student at a

time is on the stage

performing while the

audience observes.

The audience guesses

the movement that is

being acted (similar

to charades).

Discuss the audienCes

role in watching the

performances., listening.

quietly and applauding,

at the end.

Assist those who have

difficulty reading the

described role play and

encourage shy students' to

participate. Provide

movement suggestions if

necessary.

40
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ACTIVITY 9 - MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 9.0 Review of the major objectives covered ip the units on movement orientation and

movement exploration.

Objective 9.1 The Student should be able to:

941 Participate in the activities 100%.

9.12 Jump 15 times, hop Rf 8 times, hop Lf 8 dMes with 100% accuracy.

9.13 Respond to the action words freeze and move while moving around the room

and without contacting the bodY of peers With 100% accuracy.

9.14 Perform the tinikling dance (with jumps only) individually a minimum of 4 times

with 90% accuracy. Two trials are allotted.

9.15 Demonstrate one locomotor or one non locomotor movement.

Tasks Organiiation

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Demonstrate 1 locomotor or

1 non locomotor movement.

".5

1. Students are seated,

One student performs

at a time.

1. A volunteer is selecte4

to execute a step;r4The-

group-then guesses if.

ifsthmtefv.is

41'
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Practice/Review: 15 minutes

*1. Perform the tinikling dance.

Jump in between the poles Two skilled students.are

2 times and out 2 times, needed to manipulate the

alternating sides. This poles for the Jumper.

should be repeated 4 times. 2-3 students can perform

simultaneously since the

poles are 8-10' long.

2. Perform the ;me statues. 1. The record is Saturday 1,

Review the cues freeze and NightTever. Students

move using musical cues, are standing and

When the music stops, the scattered.

movement freezes, when the Use songs that are fast,

music starts the group moderate, and slow.

moves.

1. The record is riniulla, 1. Students are allowed

*Note: t t stage t was determine t at t e t n ng dance s ou

two trials. 'Start the

dance with the poles

moving (they should be

tapping the floor on

counts 1 and 2 and

together on 3 and 4).

Epphasize-body control

and awareness to keep

from±contacang peers.

Emphasize listening to

thelmnsicafl =MAMA

tempo. Add Aerometer

and non loam:kw cues.

be mo so at

instead of jumping 2 times between poles and 2 times away, the students sliould jump 4 times

between the poles and 4 times away. This changed improved success for most of the students.
iet,;):44'
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Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Perform the aerobic dance.

Check pulse rate count

after the dance with a

stopwatch.

6

1. The record is "Nine to

Five" and the formation

is scattered. A stop-

watch is used to time

the 30 second duration.

Encourage students to con'

tihue moving. Assist

those who cannot find

their pulse. Chart the

pulse rate count for each

student on a poster,

.
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ACTIVITY 10 - MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 10.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, and social areas through dance, partnering .

tasks in movement exploration activities.

Objective 10.1 The Student should be able to:

10.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

10.12 Jump 16 times, hop Rf 8 times, and,hop Lf 8 times andlieertheleat ofAhelmusic

with 75% accuracy. .

10.13 Perform "I Like to Dance" with a partner.at least 1 time.

Tasks

Warm-4p: S minutes

1. Play the song "I Like to 1. Song is "I Like to 1, sEncourage the students to

Dance" as a listening Dance."' The students listeirtd the words of

activity'. re seated in a semi- the song. Ask the clues-,

circle. tion "What were the

different steps mentioned'.

in the song as part of !the

dapce?" The key words are

twist; rocks-shake and

soul .

./
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Skill Development: ,10 minutes

1. bRepeat the song "I Like to

Dance: Ask volunteers to

dlemonstrate movements to

the words of the song:

- rock; twist, shake and

soul.

2. Perform the dance.with

music.

Skill Application: 10 minutes

1. Perform flie datice with a

partner. Choose 0 partner-

that is'new.

1. The students are seated

except for the one who

volunteers to demonstrate.

2. Students are standing and

scattered.

1. Scattered formation in

pairs,

.

1. Emphasize the use of non

locomotor movements for

"--the dance.

2. Emphasize smooth transi-

tions from one meivement

to the other: The

students should listen

carefully for the cues

shake, soul,. twist, and

rock and respond.

1. Partners face each other

I.

- ,;=::

.

during the dance and may ,

hold hands.
,i, u :174,S,...... '
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2. Repeat the dance-with a

partner. .Use locomotor

movements instead of

non locomotor movements

in the dance.

3. Review the tinikling

dance.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Perform the aerobic dance.

Check pulse rate count

at the end of the dance

with a stopwatch.

7

A

2. Same as #1.above.

3. The recorciNii

Students are

.scattered.

1. Recordis "Nine

tto Five."

Student; 4re_
.

scatteredr2,,..--7'-; F

.

2.

%...

I1

:

Look for a constant beat

in the dance and stress. the

use of large Movemints,

Allow 1-2 mlnutes for part:-

ners to practice the loco-

motor steps theit choose to

irse in tbe dance. En-,,

courage partners to work'as

a team.

3. Keep'poles low and lump,

high in the dance.. Stress

s' iniping With the bgat of the

" 1.-t's:,1.

smusic and correCt tr.ansi-

1,

..,, .,;'S
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Goal 11.0

ACTIVITY 11 - MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

.

Damonstrates abilities in the physical and psychological area throughPmovement

. 1
. .

choreography, body awareness, and cognitive tasks in movement exploration activities,

Objective 11.1 The Student should be able to:

11.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

11.12 Jump 16 times, hop Rf 8 times, Hop lf 8 times while maintaining the beat

with 75% accuracy.

11.13 Demonstrate knowledge of 1 locomotor movement and 1 non locomotor movement

through verbal identification or through a demonstration.

11.14 While moving around the room, respond in time to the action words freeze and

move without contacting the body of peers. with 100% accuracy.

Tasks

Warm-up: 5 minutes

Tr-Practice the.combination

r an za on ent aS s

i. Drum beat Is used to keep Encourage student4 to

Jump 16 times, Hop Rf 8 times and a consistent beat.

Hop Lf 8 times repeatedly. Work

with partners and hold hands.

74

-

'

keep the transition to,.

tween movements smooth

and use lots of space
.,,,u.a.

f
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Skill Develoment: 10 minutes

1. Review the Tinikling dance.

Jump 4 times between the tape

strips and 4 times away from

the tape strips alternating

sides.

2. Introduce movement components:.

- level

- space

- focus

- direction

- pathways

- shapes

- gestures

1. The record is T1n1klin9. 1.

Use a drum beat first beq-.:

fore iiracticing

music. 3-4 students

practice while 'the

others clap thebeat.

2. Students are in a semi-

circle. Volunteers

stand and qmonstrate

a movement when asked.

Students should get,at

least two trials, Streii-

lifting.knees and feet.

high during the jumps.

The bodyshould move in

a.sideward direction and

focus should be eye

level - demonstrate tall

vs. short posttion.

space - general vs.

personal

focus - gaze of ayes

direction - forward, side,.

ward, backward,

pathways - curve zig zag,

"'" , - ,,A ''"'",r.`
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The components are charted

so that the students can

recall the.elements.

Skill Application: 10 minutes

I. Perform the game statues.

As the students respond to

the musical cues freeze

and move, the Instructor

adds the following cues:

- change your level

- move in personal space

- change your focus

- move forward, backward,

sideward

73

1. Use a druM beat the

first time. Wheri the

drum beat sto0S, the

studentsshould freeze,

when th! beat begins the

students move. All walk

in a large circle.with a

scattered formation.

AO.

shapes big' vs small

gestures - wave vs wink

Students are told that

movement components are

the basic elements of all

actions that occur, whether

walking, dreising, washing

or dancing.

1. Stress that body contact

between peers should be

avoided. Students should

listen carefully for the

cue4 freeze and move and

respond accordingly.

Students shotild listen

for the movement component

cues and respond. tR 7?7*
Ve-or?.
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- change your pathway

- change your shape

- add a gesture to your

walk

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Sing the song "You Are MY

Sunshine" and add actions.

ho

1. The piano is used to

play the-song.

The group is seated in

a semi-circle.

1. Encourage everyone to sing.

Play the song one time.

Repeat and ask the group

to sing.

Ask volunteers to add

movements to the song.

Practice the actions.

Sing the song and add

the movements.

7,
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ACTIVITY 12 - MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 12.1 Review and evaluation of movement exploration activities from the past two weeks.

.Objective 12.1 The Student should be able to; ,

12.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

12.12 Jump 16 times, Hop Rf 8 times, Hop If 8 times with the correct sequenCe,

transitions and keeping the beat with 75% accuracy.

12.13 bemonstrate I locomotor movement and 1 non locomotor movement to the class.

(Each student demonstrates a new movement, no repeating.)

Taiks

WantilL1.10.1_11142i

1. Body sculpting with a

partner. One partner

is the sculptor and one

is the mold. The sculptor

is given the following

instructions for scultping:

?,

1. Partners are lin a

scattered fOrmation.

1. Remind students taaove

their partner's to4Y

gently. Switch places

and repeat the 1nstruc-

.
s

t

The puipose of this Usk

tions a second time.

.. ....

tP.1%
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- change your partner's level

- Make a.square shape .

- make a triangle shape

- make any shape or design

you want

- change the focus

Practice/Review: 15 minutes

T. Review the 'following tasks:

1 locomotor movement

1 non locomotor movement.

The Instructor asks a

volunteer to first demon-

strate a non 19comotor

movement and second a

locomotor movement before

the group.

2. Review the game statues.

-

1. Students are seated in a

semi-circle except for

the demonstrator,

Students are reminded

Oat they are an

audience. Review the

.listeriings observing

and appluding skills -

used by an audience..

2. First use a drum beat.

Second use the record

ft

--
'

-

is to review movement

components and to allow .

students the opportuni-,

ty to work closely with .

3'4
L.

a peer.

1, Encourage applause after

each demonstration.

Ask the group to observe

and.see if the demon-I

was correct.. If the indi-

vidual was incorrect, then

ask for a volunteer to

assist the indi Rival and

correct the error.

2. Emphasizq the movement c

1.4
I

4,
,7)".
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3. Review the Tinikling dance.

- practice theAump combi-

nation with Poles still.

- practice the jump combi-

nation with poles moving.

- practice the jump combi-

nation with a partner

. .and hold hands.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

51. Perform the aerobic dance.

Check the pulse .dte count

at the end.

"-;;;,r

\

"Stay'in Alive."

Students are scattered

and walk clockwise .

around the room.

3. The.recôrd-is

and the meter is 4/4.

2 dyads perform at 1

tine while the others

clap the rhythm. 2

students,are needed to

mantpulate the poles.

1. Scattered formation.

Use a stopwatch and-

time pulses 'imf. 30

, gesture; .shap; ,direction;

and patbways:

Remind students to lis-

ten carefully for the

musical *Id verbal cues.

3. ilvactite-te jump combin-

ation a, minimum of 4

,

. timAte.s (or sets).

Knees and feet must be

lifted at.least 6".when

jumping. The cadence is

4 jumps between the poles

and 4 Jumps away. Repeat.

anCt.ilternate sides.

*
, t

1.. Choose a new leader for the

. dance. Stress continuous
-... , .

. inoverMts. t hollt
,17....: - .7

sepond4i , $ f
w' 4
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AUIVfTY 13 - DANCE F0UNDATION

Goal 13.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and psychological areas through'Self

recognition and movement tasks in dance foundation activities.

'Objective 13.1 The Student ihould-be able to:

13.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

13.12 Demonstrate &movement and simultaneously verbalize your own name

in,front of the group at least 1 time.

13.13 Demonstrate or verbally identify a movemeot component (a minimum of 1)

from the following elements: space, level, shape, gesture, focus, direction,

and pathway.

a-s s

Warm-up: Sflminutes

1. Students draw a piece_of

paper from a box. These

are movement component

directions e.g.

ehange your level

- make a square shape

- make 4 round shalie

rgan zat on ..:

1. Students, are seated.

Slips of.paper are

passed with directions

typed on the paper.

.

Assist those students

who need help in reading

the directions' ASsist

those who need help with

, <,

- 1.

stiggeitionsinr4pove-
.
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- take up lots of ipace

- take up little space

7 demonstrate a goodby

gestune'

- demonstrate a zig zag

pathway

- demonstrate a curve

pathway

- demonstrate a straight

pathway

- demonstrate a direction

(sideward, forward,

backward)

- change your focus

Skill Development: 10 minutes

1. Review non locomotor movements.

q_..) 9 1

the student demonstrating

stands before the group.

allow students the .

opportunity to practice

their demonstration.

Attempt not to prompt

during the demonstra-

tion. Students should

observe the demonstra-

tion, make correctioW

if necessary by helping

the demonstrator.

The students guess whether

the movement was indica-

tive of leve, space, focus,

Orectiont pathwaY,

or gesture.

we.

-

11

.

Olape*

1.

, ,iya0
4

AtrAV

kiapcifeir

Students stand in a semi- 1. Ask the qtiestion:"How cer

illop be non ificooter?",::::22ip1

uzro:,

. - c

;cr... .orA, ;,
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request a hop (Rf and Lf, 8

times each)

- request 8 jumps

- request 8 skips

- request 8 gallops

2. Introdu6e the Steps in the

Alley Cat dance.

The steps are:

Standmith leet together

- Put Rf to the side then

return. Repeat 4 times.

- Put Lf to the side and

return, 4 times.

- Move Rf to the side

2 times

93

Use a drum to keep a.con-

sistent rhythm. Students

move in .a large circle,

single' file formation,

2. Place directions on the

walls of the room:

Side 1, 2, 3, and 4..

Students form 2'lines

behind the Instructor.

-

704,
c

d. a

di

.1: f.7*.,44,0-...7
- iP

,

7.1"C

: f

(answer: because the body

remains in one spot on the

floor.)

Practice clapping the

different even and un-

even rhythms of the hop,

jump, skip and gallop.

Perform the steps.

2. The Instructor stands in

front of the students and

mirrors the steps.

A
"'*Vis:4,

44.
1,6,3

c
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- Move Lf to the side

2 times.

- Move Rf 1 time

- Move Lf 1 times

- jump and simultaneously

turn 1/4 turn to the

right.

- Repeat the entire combina-

tion until one complete

turn is accomplished.

Skill Application: 10 minute%

1. Perform the dance "Alley Cat." 1. The song is "Alley Cat." 1. Skilled peers are placed .. 4 4... .j

The students stand in in front of the group.

2 lines behind the Practice the dance 1 :571Z,

peer leaders, time without music

The numbers on the wall and 1 time with music.

. -14

are used to cue students ..;,...-0...li

when turning. ..,...

.,. . .... ,,,,...........-.
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2. Perform the "Name Game." .2. The record is Tijuana, 2. The students should repeat

fach student thinks of Brass, All students their name clearly,

a non locomotor movement stand in a circle. Assist those students who

to demonstrate, are shy and/or have pro-

- 1 person begins. They blems thinking of a move-

ment. Stress that the

students move with the beat.

say their name and demon-

- strate a movement.

- the group repeats the name

and copies the movement.4

times to the beat of the

music.

the second person in the

circle says their name and

demonstrates a movement.

This continues around the

circle.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1.. Perform the aerobic dance.

97

r:.
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r.4141.

1.- The music is "Nine toavei.' 1.-Choose a new leader:
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Add a new step and chart the

pulse rate count at the end of

the dance. The combination is:

- jump 16 times

- hop Rf 8 times

- hop If 8 times

- free choice 16 times

- jump-clap 16 times

Students are in a scat-

tered formation. A

stopwatch is used to. -

time the 30 second

period for pulse rate

count.,

'Ehphasize continuous and

vigorous movement. 'The

leader should count.and

cue the group as to

transitions in the step,

sequence. The Initruc-

tor may need to prompt

the leader.

-

v,

100
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ACTiVITY 14 - DANCE FOUNDATION

Goal 14.0 Demonstrates abilities in the areas of physical and psycholgoical development through

dance, role play and self recognition tasks in dance foundation activities.

Objective 14.1 The Student should be able to:

14.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

14.12 Demonstrate one movement that is characteristic of an animal in front of the

group.

as s r an zat on

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Review the Alley Cat dance.

Slowly review each step

in the dance. Then,

practice the dance to

music.

101

eac J2.9p as

1. Record is "Alley Cat." 1. Emphasis is on laterality,

Students stand single correct weight transfer,

file. Divide into and directions when

2 groups. Place a turning. Verbally and

peer leader'at each physically prompt stu-

end of the file. dents if necessary.

Use peer leaders to

assist,

", .4:

-
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Skill Development: 5 minutes

Practice the gallop and

skip steps, 16 times to

the right and 16 times to

the left. Repeat a

miffimum of 4 times.

Skill Application: 15 minutes

1. Discuss characteristics of

different animals e.g.:

cow, horse, elephant, monkey,

alligator, dog, cat, bird,

chicken, fish, kangaroo,

snake, and mouse.

2. Each student is secretively

given an animal.

103
.;2--

1. Use a drum beat to keep 1. Request the students

the rhythm consistent, to move in a.right and

Students stand in a then left direction,

large circle and move Stress the uneven

counter-clockwise and rhythms by clapping and

clockwise. Students then performing. -

may hold hands.

1. Students are seated in a 1. Ask questions such as:

semi-circle. "What makes the cow

different from the others?"

"What about the speed

each animal usually moves?"

"What about the lize/shape

of the animals?"

2. Same as above. 2. Discuss the audience's

responsibilities.
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The students then demon-

strate the animal's

movements. No verbaliza-

tion can be used in

the demonstration.

105

The demonstrator stands

while the others are

seated,

The audience Mil:AIN ob-

serve attentively and

applaud each performance.

Students guess.the

animal that is being

demonstrated. -

Assist those students who

are shy'. There is no

right or wrong movement; ,

however, suggestions should

be made that will make a.

Vaaa,

- ,§ #

movement more appropriate,-
*I' '

0

than another.

ela:,-Rte the concepts of-
)7, . - .. .

- trod' *

non, locomgtor, locowtor
- ,

"-r
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4C,'N'at

!trio

Conclusion:- 5 minutes

1. Perform the aerobic dance.

Time the pulse rate count

at the end of the dance.

Chart the counts'forach

individual.

41,

sl., Music ts."Nine to Ftve."

Use a stopwatch to .

, measure a 30 second

period for the pulse

rate counts.

:1";*-''
r

"er......4.1".

1. Choose a new leader.

Emphasize continuous

and vigorous movement.

,
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ACTIVITY 15 - DANCE FOUNDATION

Goal 15.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through dances direction,

and shape tasks in dance foundation activities.

Objective 15.1 The 5tudent thould be able to:

15.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

15.12 Leap 8 times, gallop Rf 8 times, gallop Lf 8 times and skip 8 times with

90% accuracy.

15.13 PerforMthe Alley Cat dance and continue using the appropriate foot with the

beat with 80% accuracy.

Rf to side 4 times

Lf to side 4 times

Rf to side 2 times

Rf to side 1 time

Lf to side 1 time

Turn a quarter turn to the right.

Repeat till the music ends.

Tasks

Warm-up: 5 minutes

R.r.;Review the Alley Cat steps.

109
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Skill Development: . 10 minutes

1. Review the leap, gallop and skip. 1. Students form 2 lines

behind the Instructor:.

Use a drumobeat to keep

the rhythm consistent.

Form a circle to per-

form the gallop and

skip to the right and

to the left, 16 times.

each.

2. Introduce the schottische 2. Students are scattered.

step.
The meter is 4/4 and the

Rf step forward rhythm is even:

Lf next to the Rf 1, 2, 3, 4.

l 1 i

Rf step forward

Lf lifts off the floor and

hop on the Rf.

The Instructor stands,in

front of the group and

leads, The leap should

be practiced from side-

to-side in the beginning.

..

2. Move in a forward direct,

ion. The first sit begins

with the Rf and then

secontset begins with

the If. This alterna-

tion patterm continues.

,?..0,--r:At.

:
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Itilllulication: 10 minutes

--
-I , -x

1. Perform the.dance Alley Cat. 1. Recordis "Alley Cat."

'Divide the students

into small groups.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Sing the song "Old Brass

Wagon."

- Circle to the right,

Old Brass.Wagon

RePeat 3 times.

- You're the one my darlin.

I Circle to the left,

Old Brass Wagon

- Repeat 3 times.

- You're the one my darlin.

2. Perform the schottische while

singing the sons.

113

..

1. Remind students to
:

always turn right,
*

Students should stay

with the beat of the

music.

1. Use the piano for 1. Play the f:Ing.and then

accompaliment:, sing the second time.

. Students are seated.

-

Strecs the directigns

right and left.
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ACTIVITY 16 - DANCF FOUNDATION

Goal 16.0 -Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through movement combination

tasks and partnering tasks.in dance foundation activities.

Obdective 16.1 The Student should be able to:

16.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

16.12 Leap 8 times, galloP 8 times Rf and gallop Lf

16.13 Schottische 8 times while standing shoulder to shoulder and holding left

hand in the right hand of a partner with l00% accuracy.

8 times with 80% accuracy.

aS

Warm-up: '5 minutes

1. Perform the dance Alley Cat. 1. Record is "Alley Cat,"

Divide students into

2 groups standing single

file.

e

1. Both groups practice the

dance 1 time to music.

Then 1 group performs
d

while the oth9r group

watches. R e

:''''.1;ttr'''

' 4
-s-

,

thk

r
-:,01,.

r

audience to applaud.

M .... or.

e .., ',V": .:

Skill Development: 10 minute;
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Perform each step

8 times right and

8 times left.

2. Review the schottische.

The rhythm is even and

the steps are:

step Rf, together If,

step Rf, hop Rf.

3. Introduce movement

qualities. Volunteer6

are asked to demon-

strate movements that are:

-mad, happy, sad, heavy,

light, and fluttery

111

small groups. Use

drum beat,

2. A drum beat is used

and the formation is

scattered.

Use peers to teach

students who need help,

3. Students are seated.

The demonstrator stands,

Emphasize the correct

rhythm (uneven and even).

The leap moves side-to

side. The gallop and .

skip move in a circle.

2. Practide the schottische

fromrside-to side.

Stress that elevation is

needed in the hop.

3, Movement qualities are

the spices that are added

to the basic elements of

movement. These include

movement dynamics (loud,

soft, heavy, fluttery, and

speed (quick-slow). .

Stress that the ener9y

2
,

:

118
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Skill Application: 5 minutes

1. Read the poem "The Lollipop"

out loud to the group.

21 Discuss movement com-
,

,

ponents and moveMent

qualities that could be

used to dance the poem

ConclUsion: 5 minutes

1. Review the song "You Are

My,Sunshine" and the

corresponding movements.

119

1.

level changes in order to

portray moods.(e.g. mad),

The students are seated. 1. The poem shoOld be charted

so the students can follow

the words in the poem.

2. Volunteers may describe
2. Same as above.

1. Use'the piano for

accompaniment. The

students arq seated.

;

4

or demonstrate appro-
. .

prtate moVements,4

* dance the Poem.

1, Sing 1 tiMe without milye.

. .rhtfi

ments. Repeat and add

.the movements.

a , AP,

I
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ACTIVITY 17 - DANCE FOUNDATION

Goal 17.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through movement combination

tasks and partnering tasks in dance fopdation actiVities.

Objective 17'.1 The Stddent should be able to:

17.11 Participate in .ehe activities 100%..

17.12 Leap 8 times, gallop 8 times and skip 8 times with 100% accuracy.

17.13 Perform the Alley Cat dancaswith 90% accuracy,

Tasks Or anization Teachin Em hasis

Wailm-up: 5 minutei

1. Perform the scWtische

- individually. .

- with a partner.

Skill Development: 5 minutes

1. Review the lep, gallop and

121

1 Record is "Old Susannah." 1. Practice each step in

Peer teachers are used the combination slowly.

to help individuals.

The meter is 4/4.

The students and dyads

are scattered.

Alternate the steps

in a side-to-side

direction.

Students should hold

hands with partners.

1. Use a drum beat. The 1. Leap side-to-side. Move

122
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skip.

2. Introduce-the mazurka.

The steps are:

- Leap to the right side.

- Stamp the Lf next to the

Rf.

- Lift the Rf up and place

next to the Lf (step).

The cadence is:

leap, stamp, step.

-

.1 27.24.,
T.

..
'715:
.4ry

'=.14.vtrr

.?"' '7.'",

-formation is scattered. in 0 forward direction.

2. Same as above.

3. Review movement qualities. 3. Students are seated.

r,

123
reer.7

The leap is an .even

rhythiand the skip anit

gallop are uneven.

The students should exe-

cute the mazurka_from

side-to-side, alternating.

Remind students to use

(./Ovation on the leap in

order to distinguish,it

from the stamp and the

step. Stamp the foot
-y

hard in order to dis-

tinguish is from tie Step.

3. Volunteers should demon-

strate examples.
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Skill Application: 15 minutes

1. Perform the dance Alley Cat.

2. Perform "The Lollipop" dance.

The Instructor reads the

poem out loud as the

group performs.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

Parachute activity.

12

-

1-. L. . . -
..::?-7*,--"'"'"--* .- ...".1.4

1. Record is "Alley Cat:" 1.

The stydents are divided

into 2 groups and placed

single file. The 2 files

are placed next to each

other so that everyone

has a partner.

2. Students are scatterK.:* 2.

Stildents are asked to

think of a.beginning

and ending pose fpr.

theirAance.

Revi.". the 1/4 turn's.

Stress correct transi-

tions and staying

with the beat.

Review the appropriate:

movement components and

movement qualities that

were discussed in. the,

- .

previ9v* lesson* 7 'With re."
% V. 1'3 -e

r !..,17.=i :1:::::1' ::": ' *

gerd:te the poems

. -
,r -

:
1.1

.

11 Sttidents went otittlOttoovA57;.....,,MiatiVrIVAlt
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,:. .. 4"...
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ACTIVITY 18 - DANCE FOUNDATION

Goal 18.0 Review of the major objectives covered in the unit on dance foundation.

Objective 18.1 The Student should bp able to:

18.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

18.12 Demonstrate 1 movement component,

18.13 Leap 8 times, gallop Rf 8 times, gallop Lf 8 times, skip 8 times,

8 times with 80% accuracy for each.

18.14 Demonstrate 1 movement qualiiy,

schottische

Tasks

Warm-u : 5 minutes

1. Demonstrate a movement

component. The students

are given a slip of pa-

per with a movement

componenent instruction.

127

Organization

.

Students are seated.

Teething EmphasiS

1. Volunteers are requested

first, Then the instrUc-

41.

.

tor selects a suideot . .e.
, , 4'4 ,

" tO demonstrate, As4ist-44-49,c4.

before the demonstr4011----.

*but not during.: .4'
.,, 1.1,,,.., .....z.1,1.A',..%21.

.. .A1
-.:-flt;t'44aRi$441541ie
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Skill Review: 20 minutes

.9,
A ...04. , ,
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1. Practice the leap gallop, skip 1.. Scattered formation. 1. The leap and schottische
.t40,

and schottische 8 times each. Circle formation for move Oderto-side,:.111*--..:,,..

.4

2. Demonstrate a movement

3. Perform the Alley Cat dance.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

the gallop and skip.

2. Students are seated.

The demonstrator stands.

0
''' ' .. '. ;.. ' .';t:.$.

gallop and skip move in
-..., ,:',.os'evil-.'m

a circle to the right

or lefte Two trials are
,

s

-

given for each step,..

2. Remind students that tbe

degree of energy level fw
to produce the movement

-.;

is important. Peers MAY

ist those students who

are incorrect,

3.. Studelits are scattered, . 3... Students get I trial. . .

4

1. Free choice: .The students get to choose a task from the previous lessons fivring this period.

129
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ACTIVITY 19 v, RHYTHMS

Goal 19.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and soCi-al areas through time, partnering en0

movement combination tasks in,Rhythms activities.

Objective 19.0 The Student should be able to:

1911. Participate in the activities 100%. .

19.12 Execute the tinikling dance combination (leap in between Poles, place Rf next to

Lf, leap to other side away from poles and repeat in the oppostte directio4.,

a minimum of 4 times with 75% accuracy.

19.13 Execute the tinikling dance, cooperate with a partner by holding both hands and

facing each other a minimum of 4 times with 75% accuracy.
N.

111

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Review the schottische in a 1. Use the record "Old 1. Remember to step - close-
.

sidewarddirection.
Susannah." The fonma- step - hop, alteroatimo

Repeat in a forward direction. tion is scattered. .Rf and Lf in the lead.

In a forward direction,

group forms a circle,

132

:* Q114
V. SIPA. ,e .4,

,72-4
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Skill Development: 10 minutes

1. Review the leap', skip, gallop

rhythms by clapping the rhythm

pattern.

Repeat for the walk and run.'

Repeat using rhythm instru-.--

ments.

2, Introduce the mazurka step.

The mazurka is perford in

a 3/4 meter. The

schotdsche is a 4/4 meter.--,

1. Dse the.drum and rhythm

instruments. All are

seated in a circle. .

The instruments are:

- bells

- triangle

- rhythm sticks

drum

- wood blocks

2. All stand in a line

formation behind the,

iittructor.

Emphasize even and uneven.*

rhythms, The walk, run,

and leap are even rhythmi

and the skip and gallop

are uneven,rhythms.

even

uneven 4

2.. The mazurka is as follows:



Sql1BalicaticyI;10rninutes

1. Review the tinikling dance'

with jumps.

2. Practice the tinikling dance

with a sideward leap.

The side of the body is

parallel to the poles.

3. Repeat the leap combina-

tion with a partner. Hold

hands and face each other.

136

1. Place 2 bamboo poles' 1.

on the floor and keep

them stationary.

2. The poles are 2.

approximately 2 feet

apart.and stationary.,

Use 4 counts to leap

between the poles and

4 counts to leap away

from the poles. Leap

on count 1,

3, The poles are station. 3,

ary, 2 couples may

work Simultaneously,

4
17,..

. 4., 6. .;:"." ..
*:::.: .....y. . .": : .t -....4...^:t "'"'" - '1,4, A' '

............/.... ge ....
1. .... . . , '...1.; 7 .

.. . ........ rui ":.

t

tr:"'"V

Emphasize 4 jumps between

poles and 4 jumpi away

fivm poles repeating

frmn side to side.

Leap on to the Rf and

between the pole's. Close

Lf next to the Rf. Leap

on to the Rf away from

,the poles.Close Lf next

to the Rf. Repeat to

'the other direction and

begin with the LI.

Partners nwst leap high.

ihey should Irmiatain eye

contact durti,ng tatk,

-

, ""."--""--

WI- -



Conclusion: 5'minutes

1. Introduce the song "If

You're Happy and You Know

it."

- sing the song

If You're Happy and You

Know it Clap Your Hands,

Repeat

If You're Happy and You

Knew it Then Ybur Life

Will Surely Show it

If You're Happy and Yeu

Know it Clap Your Hands,

Repeat enttre swig with

Stamp Your feet, (2nd)

Ned Your Head WO

Do A11 Three (4th) ,

138.

'
"

,K7

,

1.. Use piano accompaniment. 1. The purpose of.this_task

..1s for fun ana reiaxdtion.

cs,

s
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ACTIVITY 20 - RHYTHMS

Goal 20.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physicaland social areas through timet_dance, and

group cooperative tasks in Rhithms activities.

Objective 20.1 ThesStudent should be able to:

20.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

20.12 Perform the schottische step with 75% accuracy.

20.13 Perform schottische 8 times to the R

- schottische 8 times to the L

step-hop 6 times to the R

- stamp R, L, R, rest

- step-hop 6 times to the L

- stamp L, R, L, rest

rePeat till music ends.

with 75% accurac

rasks

WArmitip: 5 minutes

1. Review the leap, skip, and

gallop with claps and

rhythm instruments.

1 4 0

IMMO.

. .7.

Irgan tat on

1. All are seated in a

circle.

eac n S S

..1 .!71:r*".1.'

Al4t;

s&f..!,41.

t,.1;A

. ,

;, .4
-

Ike

,
" '."

-ft-

.
14;0'

4-44

1. Emphasize

. ,

41.4.

Af4... T. kireS

!"11, . .:7"44ZCZ..
as, ',..4**.).?^, . M14. AOIN40}

even and uneven
. 4f120

Amp. the, beat,,.-0., tr.r,
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2. Review the schottische step.

- tap with instruments first.

- dance 8 times to the R

and 8 times to the L

in a circle.

2. Use the instruments to 2,. Emphasize that the meter
:..

tap the rhythm of the is 4/4, Attempt to us#

schottische. All are the instrument to tap '.. .

-.,

seated. Stand and move the rhythm and perfori :

in a circle for the the schottische simul-

dance. taneously.

Skill Development: 10 minutes.

1. Introduce the combination 1. Line formation, all l, Emphasize the need to

step-hop and stamp (see are standing. use lots of energy on

objective 20.13 above). The record is "Highland the stamp. Stamp hard.

Practice in a forward Schottische." Use high elevation on

direction R and L. 1Wpt1ce in small the leap.

The successful students groups are indepen- *he Instructor walks

should be used as peer dently. around the room darling

teachers during practice the practice and assists

of this task. where needed.

Skill Application: 10 minutes

1. Introduce the schottische dance 1. Use the "Highland 1. Practice the various dance !_',,

described above in 20.13. Schottische." 'steps to remsic.separatelati.

142

-



2. Practice the schottische dance. 2. Practice the first

time without muslc.

Repeat with music.

The students stand

in a circle and do

not hold hands.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Introduce the "La Raspa"

Mexican dance.

144

1. Listen to the music

the first time. All

are seated in a

circle.

Repeat and clap to

the music.

2.- Emphasize the need tp

execute the sequence

and transitions as a

team, That way everydne

stays together atid the

dance is mor"e challenging.

'I. Emphasize the need to

listen tp the muslc with-

out talking. During the

clapping, emphasize

staying with the beat.

Ot?'

) V"

t
N'Ilkt,
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ACTIVITY 21 - RHYTH%

Goal 21.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social area through time., 'coordination,

directionality, partnering, and laterality tasks in.Rhythms Activities.

Objective 21.1 The Student should,be able to:

21.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

21.12 Execute the schottische 8 times te the R and 8 times to the I. with 100% accuracy.

21.13 Perform the schottische dance while holding hands with a partner-80% accuracy.

(See Objective 20.13 for dance sequence).

Talks

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Review the schottische step

in a sideward direction,

forward direction and

in a backward (optional)

direction.

2. Perform the schottische

8 times to the R and 8 times

to the L at least 4 times.

146

4.441.04

t

1. Individual practice.

Students are scattered.

1

2. Use a circle formation

and the students do not

hold hands.

as s

1. *Students should execute

the first set (step-

together-step-hop) be-

ginning with the Rf,

Make sure the second

set begins with the Lf.

2. Make sure the knee is

-
^M'a,

lifted on the hiO step

in the schottische.

- :,11:21?hr

;

.A
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1

Skfll iwinutes

, 1. Review the mazurka from

side-to-side a minimum of

8 times.

- practice individually.

Practice with peer

teachers

2. Review the schottische

dance.

Skill Application: 10 minutes

1. Practice the schottische

dance with a partner a

minimum of 4 times.

1.46

FOrm 2 lines and the

Instructor stands in

front leading. Use

the drum for ac6m-

1. Emphasize the 3/4 meter

of the mazurka. Clap

the meter.

- distinguish between

paniment. . the-stamp and the.step

- students are scattered used in the mazurka.

during the practice.

2. The record is "Highland 2. Practice transferring

Schottische," The for- weight between the

mation is a circle, dance steps of the

schottische and the

1. Partners'assiSt each

other with the difficult

parts. The dyads' aro

transition. See if the

students can count

without the Instroctor.

1. Partners stand With

-

r

sr,

c

shoulders touching and _ *t-lrf.4
-r . ...1:0.4v

face same-direction. ,

149



- arms/hands are crossed

in promenade position.

- start with the Rf.

2. Practice the dance in a circle. 2. Formation is a circle. 2. Partners must work as.a

Continue to use partners and The record is "Highland team and assist each

stand in promenade position. Schottische." other in the ,dance. Use

break.into practice tape to mark the circle'

dyads to review some area so that students do

weak steps.

- return'to the circle and

practice the dance again.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Introduce the dance 1. The record is "La

'La Raspa." Raspa." Use a line

R heel, L heel, R heel, rest formatfon.

clap 3 times.

L heel, R heel, I heel, rest

150

not bunch together.

The Instructor acts as

, a "caller" and facilitator

as needed.

. ,

1. The Instructor stands in
. 4

front of the students and

mirrors tne steps. Stress' ='...,

.",

v2,10toulhing the heel to the

floor with 6 s pointed
,-.,_ %

. -;`.1.-1-tit,1

" ,-.0i1.^`

151 :



clap 3 times.

repeat.

gallop lprcimnts to the R.

gallop 16 counts to the I.

repeat the entire dance till the

music ends.

152
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ACTIVITY 22 - RHYTHMS

Goal. 22.0 Demonstrates abilitiet in the physical and social areas through time, coordination,

directionality, laterality and partnering tasks in.rhythms activities.

Objective 22.1 The Student should be able to:

22.11 Participate in the activitieu 100%.

22.12 Execute the following combination (use one lummi stick) with lummi sticks;

Tap floor 16 times

Tap shoulders 16 times

Tap sticks standing on end on floor 16 times

Tap sticks with a neighbor's sticks 16 times

Consistently maintain the beat of the music one time with 75% accuray.

22.13 Perform the schottische 8 times R and 8 times L a mini'mum of 4 times with

100$ accuracy.

Tasks Eiii-T-Liii2r . ..,.h._.T.,q_.Lhasis

I :"7.71TY1
Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Review the schottische

8 times R and 8 times L.

153

1. Practice individually. 1. Lift the knee on the bap,. )(Lit

Practice in a circle. Take small steps in the

"

circle.

"

s'en,

.,;-.4,414.

154 ":



Skill Development: 10 minutes

1. Review the mazurka in a forward 1. Two lines and the Instruc- 1. Alternate the lead foot

direction.

As'etrtt"5.-:

4
y

-

2. Introduce the lummi stick

combination. (See objective

22.12 above.)

Clap or tap the rhythm

to the music before using

the stick.

Skill Application: 10 minutes

1. Perform the lummi stick

routine a minimum of 2

times to music.

tor stands in front..

Use a drum accompaniment.

2. Only use 1 lummi stick.

The record is The Beat

Goes On. Students are

seated in a circle.

1. The record is The Beat

Goes On.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Practice the La Raspa dance. 1. Circle formation.

155

between combinations.

Keep with the beat. ,

2. Emphasize maintaining

the beat with and mith-

out music. The rhythm

is even throughout the

routine.

1. The rhythm should be

consistent with the beat.

The group should stay

together. Students may

count along with the

Instructor.

1. Hold hands and use music.

156
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ACTIVITY 23 - RHYTHMS

Goal 21.0 Review and evaluation of Rhythms Activities from the past two weeks,

Objective 23.1 The Student should be able to:

23.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

23.12 Execute the tinikling dance with a leap a minimum of 4 times with 75% accuracy.

.23.13 Perform the schottische 8 times R and 8 times L a minimum of 4 times with

100% accuracy.

23.14 Perform the dance La Raspa a minimum of 1 time with 75% accuracy.

23.15 Perform the lummi stick routine and maintain the beat of the music, a minimum

of 4 times with 75% accuracy.

-
*432,4`,

Tasks

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Review the mazurka in

a forward direction.

Skill Review: 15 minutes

I. Perform the tinikling

dance.

rgan zat on eac ng Jilp as s

1. The record is "The

Mazurka." Formation

is scattered.

1. Prattice individually

and then use peers to

teach, 'the Instructor

assists when needed.

1. 2 students are needed I. Several students ore
.

.
._ -....,

to manipulate the poles, reviewed at Ilime;... ...- ,

W' -.."....4"' '44r4...PSS.,,A
--r,-- -AN.. ttnr

15'i



2. Perform the schottische

8 times R and 8 times L

a minimum of 4 times.

3. Perform the lummi stick

routine.

4. Perform the dance La

Raspa with a partner.

Conclusion: 10 minutes

1. Listening and imagery

lesson. The students

listen to the song about

Trolls who over run the

mountain.

2. Record is "Highland 2. The Instructor assists

Schottische." Students ,by counting but does

are in a circle. not stand in the circle

and perform.

3. Record is The Beat Goes

On. Students are seated

in a circle and use 2

sticks.

4. The music is "La Raspa." 4. Instructo*r assists by

Dyads are scattered. counting but does not

perform.

1. The record is Peer Gynt 1. Students listen to the

Suite, "In The Hall of the song the first time.

Mountain King." Students

are seated.

The second time theY

draw the story while

the music plays.

Students then discuss

their Omings,
:_

u.....". sleoot
tie

_

41.

"."-74-7). * 11.:74.....1.*MO.

15) 160 .
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ACTIVITY 24 - DANCE

Goal 24.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through time, coordination,

partnering and dance tasks in darice activities.

Objective 24.1 The Student should be able to:

24.11 Participate in the activities.100%.

24.12 Perform the mazurka 8 times R and 8 times1 at least 1 out of 2 trials with

75% accuracy.

24.13 Perform the following square dance steps a minimum of 1 time with 75% accuracy,

bow to your partner

do-sa-do

R elbow swing

L elbow swin

\
OrgnizaTIon Teaching --Emphasis

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Practice the mazurka

side-to-side and forward.

- individually

- in a circ141

162

1. The record fs "The

Mazurka" and the

formation is scattered

or a circle.

-e

"

t

-

to. r
Emphasize elevation on

K

the leap. Lift the knee
...;..,,,,i

high for the stamp. Take
, ...-.:

small steps In

. ,

.... ,.......
..., -...._

, ..... .....,:.....-,,;....,.....,.,,t.-A,
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Skill Development: 10 minutes

1. Review the schottische

to the R 8 times and to the

8 times at least 4 times.

2. Introduce the square

dance calls:

bow to your partner,

do-sa-do,

R elbow swing and I.,

3. Perform the square dance

steps.

Skill A lication: 10 minutes

1. The record is °Highland 1. Stay with the beat,

Schottische.° Students emph.asize transitions,

,stand in a circle, sequence and counts.

Take small steps in the

circle.

2. Dyads are scattered. 2. ,The Instructor uses

verbal and physical

prompts to teach the

students the calls.

Use students to demon-

strate.

3. The record is °Old 3. The tempo is extremely

Susannah." .

slow and the Instructor

calls the steps.

... 1, Perform the square dance. 1. Circle formation.

164

.:1 ,
:.

1:7a

1. Partners face each other.
--....13.14



166

11-

Conclusion: 5 minut_es

1. Review and perform the

La Raspa.

The leader stands

inside,the circle and

the follower stands .

on.the otitside.

The record is Oh,

SusannaL"

7

Partners work in opPosi72

tion on.the do-sa-do

and elbow swings.

This will involve prac-

tice for most students.

As skill improves, the- -

inside person will be

requested to move to a

pew partner when called

by the Instructor during.:_"..

the dance.

,,L,....741.:3
)

1. Students st.and in a .Stress that students wit ..-.:...

q,

-cii.cle, The.record is as a team. No pulling on

"La Raspa:" each other during the ,

gallop. *Stand up straight.

e..t;7 S.
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ACTIVITY 25 - DANCE

Goal 25.0 Demonstrates abilities in the AySical and social areas through partnering, shapes,

social customs/gestures and movement in dance activitiet.

Objective 25.1 The Student'should be able. to:
1

25.11 Partictpate in the act41ties 100%.

lt4

-4

25.12 Perform the, mazurka 8 times R and 8 times L a minimum of 1 out of 2 trials

with 75% accuisky.

25.13 Perform the La Raspa with a partner a minimum of 1 time with 80% accuracy.

Tasks

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Perform the La Raspa.

4

168

Organization

1. The record is °The

La Raspa." I he dyads

form a circle. On

the gallop,.everyone
_,P

holds hands atd moves
4

counter-clockwise and

clockwise and then re-

turn to the dyads.

Teaching Emphasis

1. Require students to wo4

as a team wlth their

partif07- Do not tug or

pull on each other.

During the,clap, the

partners clap hands witii

one another.

-Vrt;22414:44

440441
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Skill Development: 10 minutes

1. Review the square dance stteps 1. The record is "Oh, 1. The Instructor..is the

from the previous lesson. Susannah," and the .
caller and the tempo

dyads are scattered. is llow.

2. Students practice 2. The Instructor walks

individually and with around and assists when

peer teachers. needed.

2. Review the mazurka

8 times to the R and 8

times to the L a minimum

of 4 times.

3. Introduce the Virginia

Reel dance.

- bow to your partner

- do-sa-do

R elbow swing

L elbow swing

Skill A lication: 10 minutes

1. Perform the Virginia Reel.

170

3. Tbe music is the

"Virginia Reel."

1. Partners face each

other and the group.

forms 2 lines.

3. The same steps are used

from "Oh, Susannah,"

on the first day. The

Instructor is the caller.

1. Practice the square d

Steps listed above to

anoe 2

the

Virginia Reel. Change

partners.

**..

-.4,44V

. ..1.1.04:
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Conclusion: 10 minutes

1. Perform the aerboic dance.

Choose a new leader for

the dance.

2. Introduce the "Name Game."

- hit knees 2 times

- clap hands 2 times

- snap L fingers 1 time

- snap R fingers 1 time

Repeatedly.

172

This dance is repeated

several times so that'

71

the students get the

opportunity to perform yo.

With different partners.

1. The record is "Nine to 1. The Instructor assists

Five" and the students the leader as needed and

are scattered. encourages students to

keep moving.

2. Students are seated in, 2. Evenyone practices the

a circle.The tempo is routine. Then 1 Person

very slow. startsthe game by calling

out another player's pane

in cadenCe with the t and R

finger snaps. The-game .

stops when a player is 4m

able to call out a'name.':
.

with the corresponding sna04-"4-44,4ak-

I. 1.

te

"1'!1-A),

::417:=

- Alrehlet
,7"."'"r4
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ACTIVITY 26 - RHYTHMS

Goal 26.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and psychological areas through name

identification, time, ahd dance tasks in rhythms activities.

Objective 26.1 The Student should be able to:

26.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

26.12 Perform the tinikling routine while keeping a constant rhythn and maintaining

the beat of the music a minimum of 1 out of 2 trials with 75% accuracy.

26.13 Identify and verbally communicate his/her name a minimum of 1 times in a group

activity called "Rhythm Name Game:"

Slap knees 2 times

Clap hands 2 times

Snap L fingers while simultaneously enunciating the first half of the indivi-

duals name (Sal-)

Snap R fingers while simultaneously edunciating the second half of the

iindividual's name (1y) with the beat.

as s Or an zat on Teathing Emp AS t

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Review the schottische 1. The record is "Highland 1. The direction .is for-

174



a minimum of 8 times.

Practice inilividually and

then with a partner.

Schottische." First forward. Stress the

practice in a single transfer of weight

file formation. Then and keeping with the

scattered formation for beat of the music.

dyads. Partners should hold

hands and stand shoulder

to shoulder.

Skill Development: 10 minutes

1. Review the mazurka in a forward 1. The record is "The 1. Clap the 3/4 meter to

direction a minimum of 8 times. Mazurka." the music before dancing

the mazurka.

Z.
keview the tinikling dance. 2. Volunteers are needed 2. The combination iS 4

Use the tinikling poles but to manipulate the jumps between the poles

do not use music. poles. The Meter is and 4 jumps away from

4/4. The students who the poles. Practice

are not participating a minimum of 4 trials..

clap the rhythm.



Review Alley Cat, 3. Students stand in single 3. The Instructor should,

Skill Application: 10 minutes

1. Students are requested to

demonstrate 1 locomotor and

1 non locomotor step.

. ,PerfOrm the Rhythm Name

Game.

file formation. The

record is "Alley Cat:"

1. Students are seated in a 1.

seal-circle except for

the demonstrator.

2. Same as above.

176

assi.t by counting. Do

not physically prompt

or demonstra e.

The students not demon-

stratin.g ,arerequested

to tell whether the

movement demonstrated

was correct or in-

correct. If incorrect,

the correction is made

verbally' or physiolly

Initially the tempo

should he 9ow. Tke

leader begins toy callikg

out the name of a peer.
,

The peer must respond bi

I



Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Free choice

Vt

1.77

calling out a second

name at the right time,

(during the right and-

left ringer snaps) or

the game is stopped.

As students improve,

increase the tempo.

,so
I := to WV.

"' t ",I14



ACTIVITY 27 - MOVEMENT/RHYTHMS EVALUATION

Goalp..D Demonstrates abilities in the physical, psychological and social areas through

perceptual-motor, physical fitness, rhythms and dance tasks in movement/rhythms

activities.

Objective 27.1 The Student shouldbe able to:

27.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

27.12 Demonstrate a proficiency level in the "Movement/Rhythms Assessment" as

determined by.1 out of 1 trials.

Tasks *.
......

Wann-u : 5 minutes

1. Perform the aerobic dance.

%ill Review: 20 minutes

OrganizatiOA Teaching. EmphaSi s

1. The record is "Nine to 1. Select a new leader

Five." Use a stopwatch for the dance. By now'

to time the pulse rate almost everyone student

count, The formatien should hue hasi the

fs scattered. Chance to lead. Time

the pulse rate count,

7.
T...

1. Evaluate the students' abilitieS 1. Divide the class iqo Ooqps Are al1owed:2
.

,

:- 4, O. 011
/14.Z.V.44,

SS

_

. ._
,

.
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by administering the "Movement/

Rhythms Assessment." (The

instrument is located in the

appendices, page

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Perform the Virginia Reel

dance. Use partners and

allow leaders the oppor- `

tunity to add new steps

to the dance.

3 groups. No

musical accompani-

ment is used. Drum .

beat or hand cla0 if

necessary.

1. The record is "The

Virginia Reel." The

students are divi cl d-intoe,

two lines and they hould

face their partner. Allow

approximately 3' between

the 2 lines.

179

1 trial per test item.

All students Pespond to

the movement questions

simultaneously to iM-

pede imitating. Verbal

prompts may be used, but

no dempnstr4tions.

1: Without music, practice

each step in the dance.

The Instructor serves as

the caller. Perform a

second time with music.

911,



ACTIVITY 28 - DANCE

Goal 28.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through partnering, shapes,

social customs/gestures and movement in dance activities.

Objective 28.1 The.Student should be able to:

28.11 Participate in the activities 100%,

28.12 Perform the mazurka 8 times R and 8 times L with 80% accuracy.

28.13 Perform the Virginia Reel 1 minimum of 1 time 414.
fir

ut stopping,

at s

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Review the M4zurka step

8 times Rrand 8 times L

a minimum of 4 times.total.

IrgInzaton eac as s

1. The record is "The 1. Practice the tranSitian$

Mazurka." The forma-, between the leap, stamp,

tion is scattered and and step. The leap

the'students work should be approximately

independentlyand then 6.42° from one foot to

peer teach. the other, The stamp

and step occur on the

180

same spot..

.0



4 444.

st?

1-2

Review the schottische 8 times

R and 8 times La minimum of 4

times total..;

Siinjelenates
1. Review the steps of the

Virginia Reel.

- Bow to your partner

- do-sa-do your partner

-.R elbow swing

- I elbow swing

- lead couple slide 4.

times to the R and.4

times L'holding hands,

- Break away ahd walk behind

2. The record is "Highland

Schottische1".a6 the

formation is T\ittered.

Practice individually.

1. 'The record is "The

Virginia Reel.". Each

student has a 'partner.

The 2 groups forma .

lines so that the par-

.

ners face each other.

1 44, 444444 4.444

^AS Vo4/.4,14......tr:',
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2. Emphasize the step-

logetherrstep-hop

instead (0.3 steps
,..

and a hop which is,

the lazy way to per-

form the combination.

...

.011

1, The partners should look

at each other on.the

bow. The Instructor

serves as the caller arid.

the student should ttay

with the beat. There iS

_ .

. u counts allotted for
kk .

each step in the dance,',

7,

1. 7

_

F,-ew=.?ert.a.ial.104'

%., 7:
.7 A '-, k' ' ,;411:1,-;;1(tii(
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the respetlive line

as_ the others in that

follow.
-4

- lead couples

)\-

esva

bridge and the dyads

pass through while

holding hands. The lead

couple-is now at the end

of the line.: The dance

r.peats and the new lead

couple slides.

_Introduce.the steps of

Ithe'mazurka.dance.

- mazurka 11 2 times

- 12 small runs, almost

in place

- repeat

tt. Alt1,2.4.mot

2. The students are in a 2. Use tape strips to mark

Ro music is the circle, The stu7

used. dents must execute smal

182,

steps. and not crowd the

person in front or be-1

hind.

5:0 Ati.,,,,;,4.4.121r, ,14

,
-I.



- step-hop 6 times, stawp 3 times

- repeat
0+,

- turn to the L and repeat the

entire dance.

. Introduce the folk dance Oh

Susannah.

- 4 schottische R

- hold hands and slide

- 8 times R

- walk to the center 4

steps, and bow then back

4 steps and bow

- repeat to the L

2/1112211ation: 10 minutes

1 Perform the Virginia Reel

..4".

3. Circle formation.' The 3. Students should sW

record is "Oh, Susannah." with the beat of the

music and follow the

Instructor's calls.

1. Record is "The Virginia 1. Students must work as 4

Reel," . team (cooperation),

11,1

44: .

- '4;4.7.1;:::*-.10
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Perform the mazurka dance.

3. Perform the folk dance

Oh, Susannah.

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Practice the "Rhythm

Name Game" described

in lesson 26.
4

41.14 1%14.0,

" t?' 41.

*A.

A f,
A

"!. 'A ..
-re. 4.43

2. Record is iTh! Mapirki1.0; '23 2.

3. Record is."Oh, Spannah,i; 3.
ka5;

,1
4

,f

Studentq

a circ1e,74
7°'

/

a`

1..- ,- "., -.

. -

A

44.4

Same as above. :'

Same as above.,

'

1.- Begin vottlia slow,,

("tempo and gradual1;

Increase.

. . ,-
.

,""
- 14- "'sittnlat4"4'......r4,-- 717,;.'t N't- - ,
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ACTIVITY 29 - MOVEMENT/RHYTHMS EVALUATION

Goal 29.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, social, and psychological areas'through

perceptual-motor, physical fitnee4, rkythms and dance tasks in movement/rhythms

activities:

ev

Objective 29.1 The Student should be able to:

29.11 Participate in the activities 109%.

29.12 Demonstrate a proficiency level in the "Movement/Rhythms Assessment" as

determined by 1 out of.1 trials.

65 S '---itIALSILL--.-.--:LL-PA.-0--P--1

Warm-up: 5 minutes

1. Run in place for 1 1. Use a stopwatch to 1. Stress continuous and

minute. time the minute. Forma- vigorous running (knees

tion is scattered. lifted high) without

resting,

Skill Review: 20 minutes

1. Evaluate the students'

abilities by admin,..

istering the "Movement/

1. Divide tt2 class into I. The groups are

3 groups,. No musical , allowed 1 trial per .ft. t
accoMpa r.liment is used, test item, All ..A41-

. . .

.,=tyksatljA ..4
Se....

' 1..C' t4.`e. -,{*". Pr:4



Rhythms Assessment.0 (The

instrument is located in

the appendices., page

Conclusion: 5 minutes

1. Perform the aerobic dance.

A drum beat may be

used or hand clap. ,

students respond to

the movement questions

simultaneously to im-

pede imitating'. Ver-

bal prompts may be

used but no: demon-

strations.

":4*

1. The record is "Nine to I. Choose a new leader.
. N

Five" and the formation Stress that students con-.

is scattered. Use a tinuously move with

stopwatch to time the lots of energy.

pulse ytte counts before

and after. .



44CTIVITY 30 - REVIEW

Goal 30.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, social, and psychological areas throUgh

partnering, social, customs/gestures, leadership and movement tasks in dance

activities:

Otdective 30.1 Ihe Student'should be 'able to:

30.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

30.12 Demonstrate social skills uied in requesting a dance with a partner a minimum

of 1 time (e.g.-bowing to the partner while 'requesting, shaking hands etc,)

30.13 Perform the mazurka dance without stopping ,and with 50% accuracy.

30.14 Perform the folk dance without stopping and with 50% accuracy.

Warm-u : 5 minutes

1. Discuss different customs 1. Practice the greetings

for greeting and leaving and, partings.with a

people (e.g. bowing, thanking, partner.

-shaking hands, waving hands)

187

1. EmphasizelpprOpriate-

'ness of the act.

pssing may be :ccept-

able with an-,old

friend but not perhaps

with a new friend,

r
"

ff.



Skill Review: 20 minutes

1. Perform the mazurka dance.

. Perform the folk dance

"Oh Susannah."

Perform the Virginia

Reel.

Conclusion: S minutes

1. Students complete an evaluation

form of the 10 week program.

1, The record is "The

Mazurka" and students

stand in a circle.

2. The record is "Oh,

Susannah," and the

students stand in a

circle.

3. The record is "The

Virginia Reel."

ibb

C.'

1. Use tape strips to mark

_the circle. Keep

prompts to a minimum.

2. Same as above,

3. Students use the social,

skills above to greet,

request a danceand

part partners. Western

bandanas':are used as

costumes.

_



Objectives Unit 1
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ACTIVITY 1 - MOVEMENT ORIENTATION AND ASSESSMENT

Goal 1.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, psychological and social areas through physical

fitness, rhythm, and perceptual motor tasks in movement/rhythms activities.

Objective 1.1 The Student should be able to:
4

1.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

1.12 Demonstrate a proficiency level in the "Movement/Rhythms Assessment as determined

by I out of 1 triali,

NAMES '

OBJECTIVES

1 . 12

190
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ACTIVITY 2 - MOVEIENT ORIENTATION AND ASSESSMENT

Goal 2.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, psycholocAcal and social areas through physical

fitness, rhythm, and perceptual motor tasks in movement/rhythms activities.

Objective 2.1 The Student should be able to:

2.11 Participate in the activities 1r10%

2.12 Demonstrate a proficiency level in the "Movement/Rhythms Assessment" as determined

by 1 out of 1 trial.

OBJECTIVES

NAMES

111111111111111

II 11111111111111.11



ACTIVITV3 MOVEMENT ORIENTATION

Goal 3.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through fitness exercises,

group participation, space, and direction tasks in movement orientation activities,

Objective 3.1 The Student should be able to:

3.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

3.12 Jump 16 times, hop on the Pf 8 times, and hop on the Lf 8 times with 400Z accuracy.

3.13 Respond to the action works freeze and move without contacting the body of a peer

with 100% accuracy.

OBJECTIVES

NAMES

4,

11111111.11111111111 11
11111111 1 N1111111111111111111111111 OM

MI 11111111111 1110 1111

I 1111111111111111111 11E111
11111111 111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111

IMO 1111111111111111111111 111111_1111111111

11111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

11111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
194
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ACTIVITY 4 - MOVEMENT ORIENTATION

Goal 4.0 Demonstrates abilities in the area of physical and psychological development through

body atiareness, space, direction, physical fitness tasks in movement orientation

activities.

Objective 4.1 The Student should be able to:

4.11 Participate in the activities 100%

4:12 Jump 16 times while facing 'a partner and holding both hands, hop Rf 8 times,

and hop Lf 8 times with 100% accuracy.

4.13 Respond to the action words freeze and move without contacting the body of a peer

with 100% accuracy.

NAMES -

c

1

OBJECTIVES I I 1111 1111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

11.111111 111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111M

111111111111NMI 11111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111

MINH 111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111hhIhlllilUlNhihlTNMTII
1111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111uhumnismummumum
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Objectives - Unit 2
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ACTIVITY 7 - MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Coal 7.0 Demonstrates ability in physical and psychological areas through nonlocomotor/

locomotor role play, problem solving, and self awareness tasks in movement exploration

activities.

Objective 7.1 The 'Student should be able to:

7.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

7.12 Jump 16 times, hop Rf 8 times and hop Lf 8 times with 100% accuracy.

7.13 Demonstrate a movement that is characteristic of a tree blowing in the wind

(a minimum of 1 movement).

OBJECTIVES

1

NAMES

11 91111111,
111111111111111111 11 111111111111111111111111 MIN

MEM II 11111111111111111111111111111111

111111111111 NEM
11111111111111111i 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111111111111111

111111 I 1111111111111111111111111111110111111111
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ACTIVITY 8 - MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 8.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and psychological area through non locomotor/

locomotor, problem-solving, and self awareness tasks in movement exploration.

Objective 8.1 The Student should be able to:

8.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

8.12 Jump 16 times, hop Rf 8 times, hop Lf 8 times with 100% accuracy.

8.13 Demonstrate an action (e.g. washing dishes) to the rest of the group through

role play.

OBJECTIVES

NAMES

111111111 1111111E111= IIIIIIII 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111 111=111111 1111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111

1111111111=11111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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ACTIVITY 9 MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 9.0 Review of the major objectives-covered in the units on movement o .outation and

movement exploration.

Objective 9.1 The Student should be able to:

9.11 Participate in the activities 100%,

9.12 Jump 16 times, holl Rf 8 times, hop Lf 8 times with 100% accuracy.

9.13 Respond to the action words freeze andllove while moving around the Tom

and Without,coutecting the body of peers with 100% accuracy, ?

9.14 Perform the tinikling dance (with jumps onl Y) individually a minimum of 4 times

with 90% accuracy. Two trials are allotted.

OBJECTIVES

9.15 Demonstrate one locomotor or one non locomotor movement.

.NAMES -

niruliummomminum
111116111111111111111 111E, 1111111111111111111

IN IIIIIII
11111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111

1111

111 11111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111

UIIIIIIiIiiiIIIRII 111111
1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111=11111

111111111111111111111110111111111111 1111111M1111111111111111

111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111=11111 1111
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ACTIVITY 10 MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 10,0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through dance, partnering
4

tasks in movement exploration activities.

si Objective 10.1 The Student should be able to:

1
10.11 Participate in the activities

10,12 Jump 16 times, hop Rf 8 times, and hop Lf 8 times and keep the beat of the music

with 75% accuracy.

10.13 Perform "I Like to Dance" with a partner at least 1 time,

OBJECTIVES

NAMES.

-

tc'
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ACTIVITY 11 MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 11.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and psychological area through movement

choreography, body awareness, and cognitive tasks in movement exploration activities.

Objective 11.1 The Student should be able to;

11.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

11.12_Jump 16 times, hop Rf 8 times, hop Lf 8 timea While maintaining the beat

with 75% accuracy.

11.13 Demonstrate knowledge of 1 locomotor movement and 1 non locomotor movement

through verbal identification or through a demonstration.

11.14 While moving around the room, respond in time to the action words freeze and

move without contacting the body of peers with 100% accuracy.

'NAMES .

:it'

OBJECTIVES
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ACTIVITY 12 MOVEMENT EXPLORATION

Goal 12.0 Review and evaluation of movement explpration activities from the past two weeks.

Objective 12.1 The Student should be able to:

12.11 Participate in tfie activities Irm.

12.12 Jump 16 times, Hop Rf 8 times, Hop Lf 8 times with the correct sequence,

transitions and keeping the beat with 75 % accuracy.

12.13 Demonstrate 1 locomotor movement and 1 non locomotor movement to the class.

(Each student demonstrates a new movement, no repeating.)

NAMES

r

OBJECTIVES IIIII 11111 III
Il NMI= II 111=11111
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Objectives Unit 3
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ACTIVITY 13 - DANCE FOUNDATION

Goal 13.0 Dembnstrates abilities in the physical and psychological areas through self

recognition and movement tasks in dance foundation activities.

'Objective 13.1 The Student should be able to:

13.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

13.12 Demonstrate a movement and simultaneously verbalize your OVU name

in front of the group at least 1 time.

13.13 Demonstrate or verbally identify 4 movement component (a.m5inim4m dfs-V

from the following elements: space, level, shape, gesture, focus, direction,

and pathway.

OBJECTIVES

IN;

'NAMES
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ACTIVITY 14 - DANCE FOUNDATION

Goal 14.0 Demonstrates abilities in the areas of physical and psychological development through

.dance, role play and self recognition tasks in dance foundation activities,

Objective 14.1 The Student should be able to:

14.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

14.12 Demonstrate one movement that is characteristic of an animal in front of the

group.

NAMES

OBJECTIVES
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ACTrVITY 15 - DANCE FOUNDATION

i

1 Goal 15.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through dance, direction,,

.

and shape tasks in dance foundation activities.

) Objective 15.1 The Student should be able to:
15.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

-4 15.12 Leap 8 times, gallop Rf 8 times, gallop Lf 8 times and skip 8 times with

_

-,0.4.;;

,...- '''',:::'-;'(il-'''

- --,i,;`')"*-4

90% accuracy.

1

15.13 Perform the Alley Cat dance, apd continue using .the appropriate foot With the

beat with 80% accuracy.

OBJECTIVES

Rf,to side 4 times
Lf to side 4 times
Rf to side 2 times
Fit to side 1 time

Lf to side 1 time
Turn a quarter turn to the right.
Repeat till the music ends.

NAMES
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ACTIVITY 16 - DANCE FOUNDATION

Goal 16.0Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through movement combination

tasks and partnering tasks in dance foundation activities.

Objective 16.1 The Student should be able to:

16.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

16.12 Leap & times, gallop 8 times Rf and gallop Lf 8 times with 80% accuracy.

16.13 Schottische 8 times while standing shoulder to shoulder and holding left

hand in the right hand of a partner with,1002 accuracy.

OBJECTIVES

NAMES

:
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ACTIVITY 17 - DANCE FOUNDATIQN

Goal 17.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through movement combination

tasks and partnering tasks in dance foundation activities.

Objective 17.1 The Student should be able tot

17.11 Participate in the activities 1007..

17.12 Leap 8 times, gallop 8 times and skip 8 times with 100% accuracy.

17.13 Pefform the. Alley'Cat dance with 90% accuracy.

NAMES
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OBJECT

ACTIVITY 18 - DANCE FOUNDATION

Goal 18.0 Review of the major objectives covered in the unit on dance foundation.

Objective 18.1 The Student should be able to:

18.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

18.12 Demonstrate 1 movement component.

18.13 Leap 8 times, gallop Rf 8 times, gallop Lf 8 4sies, skip 8 timea, schottische

8 times with 80% accuracy for each.

18.14 Demonstrate 1 movement quality.

VES I 1111111111111 111111111
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AeTIVITY 19 4 RHYTHMS

Goal 19.0 Demonstrates abilitiei in the physical and social4aas through time, partnering and

movement combination tasks in Rhythms activities.

Objective 19.0 The Student should be able to:

19.11 Participate in the:activities 100%.

19.12 Execute thetinikling dance combination (leap id between poles, place Rf next to

Lf, leap to other side away from polds and repeat in the opposite direction),

a minimum of 4 times with 75% accuracy.

19.13 Execute thetinikling dance, cooperate with a partner by holding botfi hands and

facing each other a minimum of'4 times with 75% Accuracy.
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ACTIVITY 20 - RHYTHMS

Goal 20.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas through time, dance, and

group cooperative tasks in Rhythms activities.

Objective 20.1 The Student should be able to;
20.11 Participate in the Lctivities 100%.
20.12 Perform the schottische step with 75% accuracy.
20.13 Perform schottische 8 times to the R

- schottische 8 times to the L

- step-hop 6 times to the R

- stamp R, L, R, rest
- step-hop 6 times to the L

- stamp L, R, L, rest
- repeat till music ends.

with 75% accuracy.
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ACTIVITY 21 -'RHYTHMS

Goal 21.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social area through time, coordinations,

directionality, partnering, and laterality tasks in Rhythms Activities.

Obje-,tive 21.1 The Student should be able to;

21.11 Participate'in the activities 100%.

21.12 Execute the schottische 8 times to the.R and 8 times to the L with 100% accuracYc

'21.13 Perform the sthottische dance while holding hands with a partner-80% accuracy.

(See Objective 20.13 for dance sequence):

"NAMES .

4w,V,

... . . , '
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ACTIVITY 22 - RHYTHMS

. Goal 22.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social.areas through time, coordination,

directionality, laterality and partnering tasks in rhythms activities.

Objective 22.1 The Student should be able to:
22.11 Participate in the activities 100%,

22.12 Execute the follawing combination (use one lummi stick) with lummi sticks;

Tap floor 16 times
Tap shoulders 16 times
Tap sticks standing on end on floor 16 times
Tap sticks with a neighbor's sticks 16 times
Consistently maintain the beat of the music one time with 75% accuracy.

22.13 Perform the schottische 8 times R.and 8 times L a-minimum of 4 times with

100% accuracy.
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ACTIVITY 23 - RHYTHMS

Goal 23.0 Review and evaluation of Rhythms Activities from the past two weeks.

Objective 23.1 The Student should be able to:

23.11 Participate in the activitied 100%.

23.12 Execute the tiniklingdance'with a leap a minimum of 4 tl.mes with 75% accuracy,

23.13 Perform the schottische 8 times R and 8 times i a minimum of 4 times with

100% accuracy.

23.14 Perform the dance La Raspa a minimum of 1 time with 75% accuracy.

23.15 Perform the'lummi stick routine and Maintain the beat of the music, a minimpm

of 4 times with 75% accuracy.

OBJECTIVES
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ACTIVITY 24 - RHYTHMS

Goal 26.0 Demonstrates abilities An the.physical and psychological areas through name

identification, time, and dance tasks in rhythms activities.

Objective 26.1 The Student should be able to: e

26.11 Participate in the activities 100%. -

26.12 Perform the tinikling routine while keeping a constant rhythm and maintaining
,:t

the beat of the music a minimum of 1 out of 2 trials_with 75% accuracy.

25.13 Identify and verbally communicate his/her namea minimum of 1 times in a group

activity called "Rhythm Name Game:"

Slap knees 2 times
Clap hands 2 times

. Snap L fingers while simultaneously enunciating the first half of the indivi-

duals name (Sal-)
Snap R fingers while simultaneously enunciating the second half of.the

individual's name (ly) with the beat.
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ACTIVITY 25 DANCE .-.

Goal 25.0 Demonstrates abilitiesn the physical and social areas through partnering, shapes,
._.

social customs/gestures itlid movement in dance activities.

Objective 25.1 The Student should be able to:

25.11 Participate in the activities 100%

25.12 Perform the Tizurka 8 cimes R and 8 times L a minimum of 1 out of 2 trials

/

with 75% accuracy.

a

25.13 Perform the La Raspa with a partner a minimum of 1 time with 80% accuracy.

NAMES
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ACTIVITY 26 - DANCE

Goal 24.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and social areas thr:mgh time, coordination,

partnering and dance tasks in dance activities.

Objective 24.1 The Student should be able to:

24.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

24.12 Perform the mazurka 8 times R and 8 times L at'least 1 out of 2 trials with

75% accuracy.

24.13 Perform the following square dance steps a minimum of 1 time .zith 75% accuracy.

bow to your partner

do-sa-do

R elbow swing

L elbow swing NAMES

OBJECTIVES
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ACTIVITY 27 - MOVEMENT/RHYTHMS'EVALUATION

Goal 27.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, psychological and social areaa through

perceptual-motor, physical fitness, rhythms and dance tasks in movement/rhythms

activities.

Objective 27.1 The Student should be able to:

27.11 Participate.in the activities 100%.

27.12 Demonstrate a proficiency level in the "Movement/Rhythms Assessment" as

determined by 1 out of I trials.

NAMES
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\ ACTIVITY 28 - DANCE

4

Goal 28.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical and gocial areas through 7.1artnering, shapes,

social customs/gestures and movement in &ince aci'ivities.

Obj ,l'tive 28.1 The Student should he able to:

28.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

,
28.12 Perform the mazurka 8 times R and 8 times L with 80% accuracy.

4

28.13 Perform the Virginia Reel a minimum of 1 time without stopping.

'NAMES



ACTIVITY 29 - MOVEMENT/RHYTHMS EVALUATION

Goal 29.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, social, and psychological areas through

perceptual-motor, physical fitness, rhythms and dance tasks in movement/rhythms

activities.

Objective 29.1 The Student should be able to:

29.11 Participate in .the activities 100%.

29.12 Demonstrate a proficiency level in the "Movement/Rhythms Assessment" as determined

by 1 out of 1 trials.

NAMES



ACTIVITY 30 - REVIEW

Goal 30.0 Demonstrates abilities in the physical, social, and psychological areas through

partnering, social, customs/gestures, leadership and movement tasks in dance

activities.

Objective 30.1 The Student should be able to:

30.11 Participate in the activities 100%.

30.12 Demonstrate social skills used in requesting a dance with a partner a minimum

of 1 time (e.g. bowing to the partner while requesting, shaking hands etc.)

30.13 Perform the mazurka dance without stopping and with 50% accuracy.'

30.14 Perform the folk dance without stopping and with 50% accuracy.
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Instruc-
tion

-

(Stand)
Direc-
tions

0

DANCE ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

Rudimentary Mechanics
of Movement Students

The student is able to:

1. bend the knees

2. rise on the toes

145

. bend the u..er bod
. forward

Later- backwRrd

ality right side
left side

Physical 4. extend L leg from

Fitness hip (knees straisht)

Space

Shape

Level

forward
:sideward

backward
extend R leg from

hi knees strai ht

-backward
forward
sideward

6. Using a rope (lying on
floor by student)
step over the rope,
walk around the rope
ste on the ro e
Form a circle on
floor with rope
step inside the circle
ste outside the circle
stand beside th circle

Problem 8. Move under the rope (Free

Solving Choice: ,students demonstrate
through creative discovery)

Locomo 9.

tion

Rhythm

Time

Walk
Run
Ho

R foot
L foot
Lea

13. Gallop

Control R foot lead

r
14.

15.

L foot lead

Skip

Combinations
walk, feet together,

walk alti

lea walk walk Mazurka
walk, walk, walk, hop

Nonlo- 16. Jump

motion 17. Fall down (collapse

257



Rudimentary Mechanics
of Movement

(Stand)
The student is able to:

Shape 18.

Space

Energy

Balance on R le 10 seconds

19. Balance on L le (10 seconds)

20. Swin: one le
21. Twist your whole body
22. Stasi. ou R foot hard
23. Stasi. our L foot soft
24. Make yourself as snall

as possible
25. Make yourself as large

as .ossible
Body 26. Touch your shoulder

Pait 27. Touch our back

Identi- 28. Touch your shoulder blades
fication 29. Touch your neck

Mid-line

Coordi-
nation

Part-
nering

30. Touch your ribs

31. Touch your hips
32. Touch your waist
33. Touch 'our arm & head

Crossing 34. Touch your head & waist

35. Touch your chin & knee

36. Touch knees with arms

crossed

37. Touch both of your neighbor s
shoulders

38. Stand facing a partner and
shake R hands

39. Stand next to your partner
with R shoulders touchin

40. Partners stand facing each
& perform the following
combination 4 times:

Hit our knees 2 times
Mirroring Clap your hands 2 times

Hit your partners hand 1 time
Hit the other hand 1 time

Uneven 41. Clap the rhythm of the gallop

rhythm 8 times

Even 42. Clap the rhythm of the

ryhthm schottische 8 times
Execute the following pathway

43. Zig Zag
44. Circular
45. Straight
46. Curved
47. Perform the following combi-

nation 1 time
Snap_your fingers 8 times
Cla!) our hands 8 times
Tap the floor with your hands

8 times

146
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Students

III III III
11111111111111

IIA1111111
IIIIIIIIIIII,
MINIMMill

MIN

.

.

Snap 4 times 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1111liall111111110 NVCla. 4 times
Ta. 4 times - 111111111111111111111111 IIIIII
Sna. 1 time IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Cla. 1 time 11111111111111111111111111111111111 IIII
Ta. 1 time 4 MI 111111 111111111IMMIIIIIIIIII
Re.eat this one 3 more times 1111111111111111,11111111111 111111

48.

,

Stand next to a partner
with shoulders touching,
facing the same direction.
Hold hands (arms crossed)
and walk forward 16 counts
then backwards 16 counts.
Re.eat

.

= incorrect movement
= correct movement
= Absent
= was not observed
= off task (did not participate)
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Glossary

Terminology

I. Movement Foundation Terms

a. walk - a series of steps on alternate feet

b. run - a series of quick, successive steps and only one foot

shoul16 6e touching the ground during execution

c. jump(- elevatiOn into the air from two feet and landing

two feet

. hop - elevation into.the air on one foot e-1 landing on

the same foot

e. leap - elevation in the air from one foot and landing on

the alternate foot

f. skip - comprised of a step (or walk) and a hop.

g. slide - gliding step-hoppattern, usually one foot mintains

contact with the grour0

h.pallop - similar to a slide, aqthough one foot takes the

,/ place of the other (in a step-hop pattern) and the elevation

is'directly up

1. stork stand - stand on one foot (the supporting leg) and rest

the other foot (working leg) so that ankle is placed on the

inside of the knee of the supporting leg

j. bear walk - bend over from the waist and touch the hands

to the floor, try to keep legs straight and walk across

the floor (this activity beginsfrom a standing position)

k. crab walk - lie in a supine position on the floor, then use,

the hands and legs to lift the body approximately 12" from

the floor and begin to move using hands and feet
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1. seat walk sit on the.floor with legs extended in front and

'back straight, alternating.legs, lift pe.legs and move in

either a fonNard, Ilackward,/or sideward direction across the

floor (arms should be foided anpfaced in theaTap)

m. wheelbarrow - one partner stands, the other partner lies on

the floor in a prone position, the one standing.lifts the
4

feet of the partner off the groundtintilifhe partner is

resting on the hands

n. hurdler's stretch - a flexibility exercise,in which a

person lies on the ground in a supine position -With imie

'Peg bent so that the foot is resting near the hip of the

same leg, the body is lifted up from the ground by the

elbows and arms

o. butterfly - a flexibility exercise where the individual

sits on the floor with the legs 'bent and pulled toward

the torso and the feet (soles) are touching, the object

is to gently push the knees closerfto the ground

p. statues - the studOs are asked to move within a certain

area of the room anl to listen for the cues given by the

instructor, the object is to move in-response to the

directions without contacting the body parts of other

students who are participating in the task

2. Nonlocomotor -

movement that initiates from poin of the rioor and that

is fixed and termilnates on that same point (examples:

twisting the torso, swinging the arms, swinging the legs)
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3. Locomotor -

movement where the body is transported from one point on

the floor to a different point on the floor..(examples:

leaping, running,,walking, galloping, 'skipping)

4. Rhythm

a. continuous - where every note or rest is allotted the same

duration with regard to time

b. broken - where one note or rest is allotted a longer or

shorter duration of time than the others within a prescribed

interval or measure (examples: skip, gallop, slide)

c. lummi sticks ;pairs of sticks that arapproxiimately 10-12°

in length and are made of a hard substance such as wood

d. tinikling poles - long bamboo poles that are approximately

6' in length

5. dance step terms

a. schottische - a step-step-step-hop movement combination

performed in a continuous rhythm (the steps are alternating)

b. polka - comprised of the same steps as the schottische

and performed in a broken rhythm

c. twostep - a step-together-step movement combination that

is performed in this instance in a continuous rhythm

d. mazuTka - a leap-stamp-step movement cogAnation performed

in a continuous rhythm

e. elbovt swing - a couple grabs opposite elbows and swings

around usually once

f. Do-si-do - a couple pass each other's righ shoulder,

circle back-to-back,.and return to their original places
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g. shuffle - the walking movement used in square dance, the feet

remain in constant contact with the floor

6. Movement Components - the tools used by the choreographer to

take basic steps and movements, combine them, and develop a dance ,

routine

a. space - personal space includes the area between the body

and the greatest-distance away from the body that can be

reached by the arms or legs from a fixed point on the floor

whereas general space includes the space that we move into

and away from and out of during locomotor movements

b. level - using the floor as a reference, it is the distance

that the body moves in relation to the flbor or that parts

of the body move in relation to the floor

c. shape - the configurations or geometrical patterns that can

be made with the body and its part (example: when rounding

the arms to make a circle or semi-circle)

d. size - using the body and its parts to change the amount of

space that is used (example: forming a ball with the body

C.)
and decreasing the amount of space that is used)

e. focus - the direction, intensity, -and focal point of the eyes

f. gesture - expression of the body in communicating a thought

or idea

g. direction - movements of thebody in a forward, sideward,

backward, upward, or downward manner

h. pathways - movement of the body through space in a circular,

straight, ziq zag, or curved manner
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7. Movement Qualities - The spices that are added to the choreggraphy

to add flavor to the dance routine or the dynamic5

a. percussive - a sharp, punctuated movement that utilizes

a dartin ? and quick energy level

b. sustained - the opposite of percussive, where the energy

level remains constant (example: usually used to maintain

a pose or when holding the arms Out to the side for a period

of time)

c. suspension - the cessation of the energy flow in a specific

body part or parts, this differs from a collapse because it

is that period of time when the body maintains its position

in space, after the muscle have ceased to activate the

movement and before the natural forces (e.g. gravity) take

over

d. collapse - a cessation of the energy flow and the natural

forces take over to control the movement (example: releasing

those muscles that are responsible for maintaing an erect and

standing body so that the body falls to the floor)

e. vibratory -'often observed in the hands and fingers, the

energy flow fibrillates to cause the body parts to shake

f. swinging - an example of a pendulum motion that evolves from

a particular joint

8. Folk dance - dancing that is indigenous to certain countries,

folk dancing teaches about the culture and social mores that are

a central part of a particular country
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9. Square dance - is often coesidered a specific type of Anerican

folk dance, partner dances are predominant and a caller Is often

used to direct the dancers

10. Creative dance - an expressive way to move that promotes

individualization, instead of a choreographer, the instructor

acts as a facilitator to encourage igdividuals to explore and

experience movement through dance


